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KERAMAG’S CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY IS AS 

SIMPLE AS IT IS BASIC: ‘WE CREATE LASTING 

VALUES’ STANDS FOR BATHROOM PRODUCTS 

THAT APPEAL BOTH NOW AND IN THE 

FUTURE. IT ALSO STANDS FOR RESPONSIBLE 

INTERACTION WITH PEOPLE AND OUR 

ENVIRONMENT. LAST, BUT NOT LEAST, IT 

STANDS FOR A FUTURE THAT WE ALL WANT 

TO LIVE IN. 
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I B I L I T Y
THE FEELING OF BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR 

SOMETHING IS WHAT ENCOURAGES US TO 

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT THINGS, QUESTION 

THEM AND WANT TO IMPROVE THEM. AFTER 

ALL, RESPONSIBILITY GOES BEYOND OUR 

OWN SENSE OF WELL-BEING. FOR KERAMAG, 

IT MEANS BEING COMPLETELY COMMITTED, 

THINKING AHEAD AND FINDING SOLUTIONS 

THAT WILL GUARANTEE A HIGH QUALITY 

OF LIFE OVER THE LONG TERM. ‘WE CREATE 

LASTING VALUES’ IS THE CORE CONCEPT 

THAT KERAMAG SUCCESSFULLY REALISES 

IN ITS RESPONSIBLE INTERACTIONS WITH 

CUSTOMERS, PRODUCTS, EMPLOYEES AND 

THE ENVIRONMENT. 
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Keramag focuses on continuously 

developing these characteristics of 

its identity, which helps it to create 

fantastically beautiful, long-lasting 

bathroom and guest WC series, 

bathroom furniture ranges and indi-

vidual products that will inspire both 

now and in the future. All this makes 

the company one of the leading 

German manufacturers of high-quality 

sanitary ceramics. 

For Keramag, creating and preser-

ving values also involves focusing 

on one crucial element in particular: 

the environment. Whether it is effi -

cient water saving technologies or 

ever more advanced production 

techniques – Keramag thinks and 

acts in a sustainable way. To 

protect our resources, for greater 

environmental sustainability and 

for a quality of life that we can 

enjoy with a clear conscience 

insofar as subsequent generations 

are concerned.

After all, for Keramag, taking on 

responsibility means actively shaping 

our quality of life and being commit-

ted to a future with values that you 

can rely on.

For Keramag, creating lasting values 

is an incentive, challenge and prin-

ciple in one. It defi nes the approach 

of the brand and is refl ected in a 

level of product quality that you are 

guaranteed to enjoy for a long time 

to come.

This is because Keramag products 

draw on the expertise and wealth of 

experience of several generations 

in order to make life more beautiful 

and pleasant for many years to come. 

The company’s over 110-year history 

refl ects its dedication to quality and 

continuity. First-rate design, long-

lasting precision and faultless tech-

nology are quality features that 

single out Keramag on the market. 

In every era, it is the company’s inno-

vativeness and high standards that 

have dominated its bathrooms and 

strength ened trust in the brand. 
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QUALITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 

CREATE A FUTURE.

A strong awareness of quality. 
Keramag was the fi rst bathroom cera-

mics manufacturer in Europe to be 

certifi ed according to the internatio-

nal quality norm DIN EN ISO 9001 

for excellent quality control.

This standard of quality is evident in 

the perfect interplay of functionality 

and looks in product design and 

makes Keramag products incredibly 

robust over the long term, as well as 

hygienic and easy to clean.

Thanks to careful functional tests, 

load tests, digital measurements, 

TÜV-tested safety and strict in-house 

controls, Keramag products are also 

reliable, comfortable and future-

proofed.

 

27% of our drinking water is used for toilet fl ushing alone. 

Only uncompromising quality standards lead to perfection. Only consistently environmentally 
aware actions will protect our habitats. The opportunities of tomorrow are rooted in the way 
we act today. For Keramag, this means doing business with intelligence and farsightedness. 
Driving forward innovations that show responsibility towards future generations and actively 
preserve the environment at the same time.

Toilet fl ushing – 33 l  

27% 

Laundry – 14 l  

12% 

Bathing / showering / 
body care – 43 l  

36% 

Proportion of small 

businesses – 11 l  

9% 

Food and drink – 5 l  

4% 

Washing dishes – 7 l  

6% 

Room cleaning / 
car washing / garden – 7 l  

6% 

Drinking water consumption in households 2011 / Source: BDEW Bundesverband der 
Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft e.V. from 23/04/14 

Environmentally-friendly products. Products by Keramag implement 

the company’s sustainability concept in a consistent manner. 

100% recyclable: sanitary ceramics by Keramag (page 88)

Save water, conserve resources:

• Innovative KeraTect® glaze (page 35)

• Rimfree® WCs (page 34)

• 4.5 litre WCs 

• Cisterns with integrated dual flush 

• Urinals with 0.5-2 litre flush volume

• Sensor-controlled 4Bambini infra-red taps

Reduce cleaning materials, protect water courses

• innovative KeraTect® glaze 

• Rimfree® WCs 
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We can infl uence today how well we live tomorrow. This is why Keramag 

invests in concepts that will secure the high Keramag brand quality over the 

long term and drive forwards its policy of sustainability.

Optimised production processes. As early as 1994, Keramag 

was the fi rst company in the sanitary ceramic industry to be awarded the 

environmental-management certifi cate for particularly energy-saving and 

environmentally friendly production processes. An early commitment to 

sustainability that has been followed by much more:

   

• improved treatment and sieving techniques

• freshwater recycling 

• more effi cient waste gas usage

• advanced fl ue gas cleaning plants

• raw materials supplied by ship instead of several lorries

• raw materials procured regionally where possible

This has enabled Keramag to reduce water and energy consumption, improve working conditions, ensure that 

emissions from our production ovens are well below the required limits and reduce transportation that has an 

impact on the environment. Considerably and on a permanent basis.

Consistent commitment. Keramag is actively involved in developing 

advanced environmental concepts:

   

•  Keramag is a member of the DGNB, the German Association for 

Sustainable Construction.

• Keramag is a partner in the Blue Responsibility initiative.

•  Keramag recycles transport packaging – in 2011, this saved 858.78 tonnes 

of greenhouse gases, the equivalent of the average yearly CO
2
 emissions 

produced by 414 cars.

•  For its printed materials, Keramag places great importance on working 

with FSC-certifi ed partners who are committed to sustainable forestry and 

responsible interaction with wood.
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Preciosa. Commitment to clear lines. 
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Perfect for yesterday, today and tomorrow. A real design classic. 

Preciosa – for clearly designed architecture that meets the highest standards.
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Hope by Luceplan
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OVER TIME, OUR VALUES AND WAYS OF 

LOOKING AT THINGS CHANGE, AND NEW 

TRENDS COME INTO BEING. SOME OF 

THESE ARE SHORT-LIVED, OTHERS BECOME 

A PART OF OUR LIVES AND WE END UP 

TAKING THEM FOR GRANTED. IN MODERN 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, THESE TRENDS 

ARE PICKED OUT SYSTEMATICALLY AND 

ANALYSED. THIS MEANS THAT THEY FILTER 

OUT EXACTLY THOSE COLOURS, STYLES AND 

ATMOSPHERES THAT WILL BE IN DEMAND 

ON THE MARKET FOR A LONG TIME TO 

COME. THIS THEN FORMS A SOUND BASIS 

FOR BATHROOM DESIGNS THAT WILL BE 

REGARDED AS DREAM BATHROOMS BOTH 

NOW AND IN THE FUTURE.  

R E N D S
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WHAT DO WE DREAM ABOUT TODAY, 

WHAT WILL INSPIRE US TOMORROW? 

natural stone

indirect light

direct light

grey

wood surface

colour accent

Naturalness can be expressed in many ways in a bathroom. This increasingly important trend drives us to 

seek out sustainable products and choose more natural materials.

Recyclable sanitary ceramics and water-saving easy-clean WCs without a rim are incredibly effective ways of 

implementing the sustainability trend in the bathroom. Plants in the bathroom or a view of greenery underpin 

the desire for a natural living space.

Wood and natural stone play a major role. Bathroom furniture with natural warm wood surfaces ensures a 

cosy atmosphere. Current reproductions of wood structures and natural stone looks found in nature are such good 

imitations that they inspire with their pleasant, original and cosy effect.

A new bathroom should outlast short-lived trends, precisely meet our ideas of cosiness, 
fascination and comfort and be complemented by such fantastic ideas that we’ll still love 
it even years later. It’s good to know where we’re heading when we select colours and 
materials, opt for a particular product or equip our bathroom according to current standards 
of comfort.  
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“Lights on” stands for modern, electricity-saving LED 

lights that are being used ever more widely in all areas of 

the bathroom, from direct and indirect lighting on mirrors 

to drawer and cupboard illumination and atmospheric/

orientation lights on bathroom furniture.

Exciting colours and materials. Grey is an on-trend 

colour and anything but boring. This is because grey 

offers excellent possibilities of presenting a space in a 

stylish way. Just as trendy are metallic accents that can 

be placed in the bathroom as part of the walls or in 

bath room furniture. 

The future will be more colourful. Whether pink 

or green for walls, furniture or accessories – the bath-

room of tomorrow will be all about contrasting colours. 

New colours lend bathroom design a certain vibrancy. 
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it! The gentle shape of modern life. 
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The gentle geometric shapes of the bathroom range it! bring a clear sense of modernity to any bathroom.

Particularly striking: the continuous inner basin of the 1300 mm wash basin. Spacious drawers with a self-closing 

mechanism and tall cabinets with adjustable glass shelves and large mirror inside combine attractive storage 

solutions with a high degree of comfort.
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The wall-hung WC is available as Rimfree®  version 

with water-saving 4.5 litre fl ush and a particularly easy 

to clean, rim-free bowl.
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Particularly suited to combining with bathtubs and shower trays from the iCon range.
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The bathroom furniture is with high gloss fi nish on the 

outside and matt lacquered fi nish on the inside. Also 

attractive: the wall-hung WC with the innovative sanitary 

module Universal by Keramag Design. Quickly and 

easily installed it is ideal for renovations.
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it! also offers a asymmetric wash basin shape with a useful large shelf space right 

or left. Highly sophisticated: the gently rounded it! design of the fl oor-standing WC 

combination as well as the comfortable guest WC solution. 

it! – gentle geometric shapes for modern life.
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Die Unternehmensphilosophie von Keramag ist so einfach wie grundlegend: „Wir schaffen bleibende Werte“ steht für Badprodukte, die heute und morgen begeistern. Es steht für den verantwortungsvollen Umgang mit Mensch und Natur. Und damit letztlich für eine Zukunft, in der wir gern leben. 

I N N O V A
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THE FUTURE BEGINS IN THE MIND – WITH 

VISIONS OF AN EASIER AND MORE PLEASANT 

LIFE. WE DREAM UP VISIONS THAT DRIVE US 

TO QUESTION EXISTING CONCEPTS, FIND 

NEW WAYS OF SOLVING PROBLEMS AND 

IMPROVE ELEMENTS THAT ALREADY WORK 

WELL. INNOVATION IS ONE OF KERAMAG’S 

STRENGTHS AND IS EVIDENT IN ITS PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENTS, WHICH ENJOY A LEADING 

POSITION ON THE MARKET TIME AND 

AGAIN. THEY ARE TRAILBLAZING IN TERMS 

OF DESIGN, COMFORT, TECHNOLOGY 

AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. DEVELOPED 

FOR A FUTURE THAT WILL GIVE OUR LIVES A 

NEW LEVEL OF QUALITY.

T I O N
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RIMFREE® WCS – THIS IS WHAT 

EASY-TO-CLEAN HYGIENE LOOKS LIKE TODAY.

Perfect hygiene. 
No hidden hollow spots and a 

patented fl ush distributor. This com-

bination ensures a safer water fl ow, 

hygienic and faultless fl ush results 

and a new standard of hygiene in 

the bathroom.

Award-winning innovation, 
quality, design and functio na-
lity. The rimless iCon wall-hung 

WC was awarded the international 

innovation prize PLUS X AWARD in 

2012. 

The right Rimfree® WC for 
every bathroom. Almost all 

bathroom series by Keramag, as 

well as the series Xeno2 and myDay 

by Keramag Design, offer easy-clean 

Rimfree® WCs. These are available 

in both round and square designs 

and as wall-hung and fl oor-standing 

WCs, as well as with a wheelchair-

accessible projection of 700mm.You can fi nd out more in the separate Rimfree® brochure.

Innovations such as the Rimfree® WCs by Keramag are 
much easier to clean. This is because without a rim, there 
are no longer any hidden elements where deposits can 
build up and collect.

Easier to keep clean.
Dirt is easy to see and can be 

removed in a fl ash.
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KERATECT®, THE FIRST SPECIAL 

GLAZE WITH A 30-YEAR-GUARANTEE.   

KERATECT® IS A KERAMAG INNOVATION THAT PROVIDES 

AN EXCELLENT LONG-LASTING FINISH FOR YOUR BATHROOM 

CERAMICS: RADIANTLY BEAUTIFUL, EASY-TO-CLEAN AND 

SMOOTH FOR THE LIFETIME OF YOUR CERAMIC.

With KeraTect® you’ll never 
have to clean as hard again!   
• Less cleaning

• No hard-to-remove build ups

• Saves time

• Reduced use of cleaning materials

• Protects the environment

• First-rate hygiene

• Lasts for the life of the ceramic

Only those who are completely sure about the quality of their 
product can give a guarantee that goes far beyond standard 
guarantees. Uniquely, Keramag guarantees the reliability and 
smoothness of the KeraTect® special glaze for 30 years*. This 
is a guarantee of ease of cleaning, value retention and perfect 
hygiene that pays for itself in the long term. 

KeraTect® – permanently smooth, 
shiny and easy to clean.  
•  Fired at 1,250° C. 

•  This enables the special glaze to form 

a lasting bond with the ceramic.

•  The surface is practically non-porous 

and is much smoother than other 

ceramic surfaces.

•  Build-up of dirt and bacteria is 

considerably reduced.

•  Even with high-pressure cleaners, 

harsh cleaning materials and micro-

fi bre cloths, the surface structure of 

the KeraTect® special glaze will not 

be damaged. 

* Keramag gives you a 30-year-guarantee on the KeraTect® glaze and therefore the long-lasting smoothness of the ceramic surface. The smooth surface 
offers optimal cleanliness and hygiene during everyday use and with regular cleaning. The shiny glaze of your Keramag quality product will remain 
in mint condition. It is not necessary to impregnate the product with any chemicals or use special cleaners. This guarantee is limited to technical 
manufacturing faults. Other faults, particularly those caused by misuse of the product or external conditions, are not covered by this guarantee. 
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485 mm

ADDITIONAL INNOVATIONS 

THAT MAKE LIFE EASIER.

Aesthetically smooth ceramic surfaces. Thanks 

to Clou, the patented waste and overflow system by 

Keramag, water can accumulate in basins that do not 

have overflow holes, while at the same time preventing 

the basin from overflowing. The design series Xeno2, 

citterio and myDay are all equipped with Clou.

Wall-mounting systems such as 

PlugFix make WC installation easier 

and cannot be seen from the outside. 

The WCs are firmly fixed in place, 

while the surfaces are beautifully 

enclosed.

This innovative technology by Keramag makes wash-

basins and WCs look visually appealing and ensures 

that they are easier to clean.

A couple of crucial centimetres more or less. 
Whether reduced product dimensions for small spaces 

such as with the Renova Nr.1 Comprimo or greater 

ground clearance for easy mopping under a WC – 

Keramag products are well planned to suit your needs.
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Save water with every fl ush. 4.5 litre WCs 

and urinals with just 0.5-2 litre water consumption as 

a smart WC extra pay for themselves.

Going to the toilet alone is child’s play. Fun, colourful and easy, safe and uniquely child-friendly: the Baby 

WC as the perfect potty replacement and the lion’s paws WC and seat with animal design. This is just how much 

fun hygienic independence can be. More information is available on page 126.  

Useful support for young and old. Washbasins that are easy to use when sitting down, 

shelves in bathroom furniture doors that are easy to reach, a sitting area on the edge of the 

bathtub for parents and helpers and much more is available with Renova Nr.1 Comfort and 

Comfort Plus Family, pages 130 and 144.  
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Universal, combined with myDay wall-hung WC

Universal, combined with citterio fl oor-standing WC

For your personally perfect pre-wall solution.

Whether a modernisation or new installation, on or 

behind the wall – the pre-wall concepts by Keramag 

offer the ideal solution for every project and in doing 

so can meet the most varied of design standards and 

construction prerequisites.

•  Universal, the aesthetic combination of elegant 

design element and complete WC flush technology.

•  Keramag System with comprehensive pre-wall 

programme for easy sanitary ceramic installation 

and a large selection of modern WC flush plate 

designs.

Perfect for individual bathroom planning.
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PRE-WALL SYSTEMS/
FLUSH PLATES

Universal, combined with it! wall-hung WC Universal, combined with iCon wall-hung WC

Universal can be installed quickly and accurately and can be perfectly combined with all Keramag Design and 

Keramag wall-hung and fl oor-standing WCS mounted fl ush with the wall.

Upmarket, high-quality, sophisticated: this sanitary module brings high-quality aesthetics into the bathroom and 

makes individual bathroom modernisation easier.

Universal is mounted completely on the wall. The 

high-quality glass front and sophisticated aluminium 

frame are available in four coordinated colour combi-

nations. The fl ush buttons, which have the same modern 

rounded design and are made from high-quality safety 

glass as the front, are completely integrated.

You can fi nd out more about Universal 
in the journal section “Keramag Design”.
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The large selection of WC fl ush plates also makes it easy to fi nd the perfect design for every furnishing style – one 

that either matches the bathroom series or in the exact same wood structure at the Keramag Design bathroom furniture. 

It’s up to you.

Keramag System. Pre-wall elements, flush plates, ceramics and freshness – everything from a single source.

WC fl ush plate Prado combined with it! wall-hung WC

Keramag System comprises pre-wall elements for washbasins, WCs, bidets, urinals and handles, including Fresh System 

for a hygienically fresh WC fl ush, which is integrated as standard into WC pre-wall elements for drywall construction.

Detailed information about the various Keramag System pre-wall 
elements for new installations, renovations and modernisations can 
be found in the separate brochure “Keramag System”.
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Classic 
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome

Planet
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome

Geo
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome

Dualsoft
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome
· White antibacterial

Even 
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome

Prado 
·  White, matt chrome, 

shiny chrome
·  Prado metal dual 

Brushed stainless steel 
·  Prado metal 

Brushed stainless steel 

Line
· White
· Matt chrome
· Shiny chrome

Bambini 
· White/red/blue
· White/yellow/green

Glass colours and wood 
structures that match Keramag 
Design bathroom furniture

The Keramag System WC fl ush plates are 240 x 150mm 

large and particularly fl at at just 6mm. The Design model is 

pneumatic and therefore smooth and quiet to operate. All 

other models are equipped with mechanical fl ush plates.

WC fl ush plate Even combined with Xeno2 wall-hung WC

Design 
· Glass white
· Glass black
· Glass taupe
· Glass silver
· Greige paint matt
· Lava paint matt
· White paint matt
· Platinum plaint high gloss
· Wood structure Scultura grey
·  Wood structure oak tranché 

natural beige
·  Wood structure oak tranché 

grey brown
· Varicor® white (Alpine)
· Varicor® grey
 

ANTIBACTERIAL 
SURFACE

PRE-WALL SYSTEMS/
FLUSH PLATES
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Designed by code2design

iCon. Individual combinations of product and space.
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The fl exibly combinable storage room concept of the iCon bathroom series offers a range of comfortable 

ways to create organisation in the bathroom.
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Create individual style that has an architecturally modern 

look with three high gloss and two matt surfaces, as well 

as the authentic naturalness of a tangible wood structure 

surface.
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Elegant and unusual: decorative trays that fi t perfectly into the ceramic cavity 

on the asymmetric washbasins. Pleasantly comfortable: thanks to the gentle 

soft-closing mechanism, drawers in the iCon furniture range shut as though 

by magic.
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iCon is innovative and unusual – with thirteen up to 1200 mm wide washbasin models and four countertop 

washbasins. With one fl oor-standing WC and one wall-hung WC, that are also available in an easy-clean 

Rimfree® version. And with furniture from fl oor-standing side cabinet to shelves that can be freely positioned.
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Ideal for modern room planning with different levels. Also good for couples.
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iCon. The new way of designing a room.
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WE LIKE LIVING SPACES THAT ARE DESIGNED 

TO PROVIDE COMFORT, AND THIS IS WHAT 

DRIVES US TO TRY TO FIND A SPACE THAT 

SUITS EVERYONE. THE BETTER WE CAN DO 

THIS, THE BETTER WE WILL FEEL. DOING SO 

MEANS THAT YOU HAVE A GRIP ON THINGS 

AND LIFE IN GENERAL. ORDER IS PART OF OUR 

LIVES. MODERN ORGANISATIONAL SYSTEMS 

FOR THE BATHROOM OFFER MORE THAN 

JUST STORAGE. THEY CAN ALSO BE PERFECTLY 

MATCHED TO OUR WISHES IN TERMS OF 

DESIGN AND COMFORT, BRINGING A 

HOMELY ATMOSPHERE INTO EVERY ROOM 

AND SIMPLIFYING OUR EVERYDAY LIVES IN 

A SURPRISING WAY THANKS TO LOTS OF 

CLEVER IDEAS.

E R
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HOW DO YOU MAKE ORGANISATION FOR A BATH-

ROOM COSY, COMFORTABLE AND OF HIGH QUALITY?

There are a number of features that can be integrated into bathroom furniture to make your 
life easier. Thanks to good design, exceptionally comfortable ideas and Keramag’s own 
commitment to long-lasting quality, Keramag ensures that you will also enjoy these features 
for a long time to come.

Lockable inner drawer Roll stool with storage space

iCon, straight, architectural, clear – a design language of its own, from the wash basin 
to the illuminated mirror element.

Well-being – a question of 
design and comfort. The perfect 

vanity unit for every wash basin, a 

clever and comfortable idea for every 

storage requirement. The ceramic and 

bathroom furniture programme by 

Keramag and Keramag Design, which 

are perfectly coordinated in terms of 

design and comfort, bring harmony 

and cosiness to your bathroom. Along 

with lots of ideas to enhance your 

well-being. 

Doors and drawers in the Keramag 

bathroom furniture range are equipped 

with soft-closing mechanism and close 

as though by themselves or can be 

opened and shut easily thanks to the 

Tip-On mechanism. Some furniture 

items also contain a few practical 

hidden extras.
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Folding cosmetic module Open and sophisticated

Keramag bathroom furniture combines high aesthetic standards with a special level of comfort. When closed, the

illuminated cosmetic module in the Silk series becomes a perfect extension to the wash basin counter top. Citterio 

exudes sophistication with its combination of open shelves, closed storage space, mirrored surfaces and lighting.

The illuminated mirror elements and mirror cabinets offer different types of 

lighting, but always with anti-glare direct and indirect light. Special features 

include sockets with USB connection and magnifying mirror in the mirror 

cabinet. Exceptionally attractive is the combination of mirror and shelf for 

the guest WC and a lighting strip between the wash basin and vanity unit 

that is activated by an infra-red movement sensor.

Integrated socket with USB connection

Mirror and shelf in one

Atmospheric/orientation light on wash 
basin
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Spacious pull-out drawers, inner drawers

Practical door shelves plus Keramag LED 
battery module bathroom accessory and 
magnetic holder for tweezers etc.

An organisational system, for 
items both large and small. 
It’s not diffi cult for you to store 

everything you need thanks to the 

versatile combination possibilities 

offered by Keramag bathroom 

furniture. Keramag makes it parti-

cularly easy for you to store things 

so that everything has its place, is 

quickly to hand and always looks 

organised. 

Optional bathroom accessories – expand as required. Keramag 

supplies bathroom accessories that you can use to equip your bathroom 

with precisely the level of comfort you need. Separate inserts create an 

easier overview in drawers. You can also get hand towel holders that can 

be directly mounted on vanity units, look forward to illuminated drawers 

and tall cabinets or store small things such as tweezers and nail scissors 

safely on a magnetic holder. See also page 66. 

An overview of Keramag bathroom accessories:

• Inserts for drawers available in two sizes

• Hand towel holder in round and rectangular shape

• Matching LED lighting strips for all vanity units

• Rechargeable LED battery module for tall cabinets

• Magnetic holder

Spacious mirror cabinet with many extras Original storage pocket, variable shelves, 
with Keramag LED battery module bath room 
accessory
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Spacious corner vanity unit

Reach everything when sitting down

Wall cabinet with mirror inside

Stackable side cabinets

Storage space incl. hand towel holder 
for guest WC

Beautiful things for small rooms with limited space. For guest WCs and bathrooms with small or angled 

fl oorplans, Keramag has solved the storage issue perfectly.

Stay independent, live together in a relaxed way. Whether 

you want to plan in advance for old age, need useful and comfortable 

solutions for the bathroom because of limited mobility or have several 

generations living under one roof – Keramag bathroom furniture in 

the Renova Nr.1 Comfort series offers well thought out solutions for 

independence and to help you enjoy being together.

Contrast trims for easy orientation
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4U White matt, white glossy motif

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo Light grey high gloss

iCon wood structure oak natural

A variety of surfaces to meet individual requirements. On-trend 

colours, attractive décors, wood structures and real wood veneers. High 

gloss, matt, painted or natural. Bathroom furniture by Keramag provides 

a huge variety to help you realise your personal ideas of cosiness and 

atmosphere in your bathroom.

You can give your bathroom the 

special radiance of authentic natural-

ness by using bathroom furniture with 

a natural-looking wood structure 

and sophisticated real wood veneer 

surfaces. Available with the bath-

room series iCon and Renova Nr.1 

Plan as well as the Keramag Design 

series Xeno2, citterio and Silk.

The colour palette of attractive high 

gloss surfaces offered by Keramag 

ranges from white and alpine, light 

grey, platinum and quartz grey to 

taupe, ruby, burgundy and Wenge 

décor. 

Matt surfaces such as alpine, lava 

and greige underpin the timeless 

aesthetic of modern bathrooms. 

Particularly sophisticated is the inter-

play between matt and shiny fi nishes 

on the motif-based front of the 4U 

series – perfect in combination with 

the purely matt fronts. 
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On the safe side with brand quality from Keramag
•  Keramag bathroom furniture comprises high-quality, guaranteed waterproof materials that are water-vapour 

impermeable.

• Great importance is placed on careful, precise processing.

•  These high standards guarantee that comfortable extras such as the self-closing drawers will still function with 

the same gentle reliability as they did on the day you got them.

• Brand quality by Keramag ensures that you can enjoy your bathroom furniture for a long time to come.

Preciosa II, white paint high gloss

Keramag uses exclusively humidity-resistant materials. Painted surfaces also strengthen the resistance of the furniture. 

The careful processing is evident in the detail, such as the precision mitering and high-quality material combinations.

citterio, wood structure oak tranché natural beige with glass front 
taupe in matching metal frame

Material and processing – a statement of quality. Whether 

high humidity or water splashes, and from high-quality materials to doors 

and drawers that close perfectly. Bathroom furniture by Keramag is quality 

furniture that is manufactured in a targeted and visibly precise way for 

use in humid rooms.
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The optional Keramag bathroom accessories make life easier and bathroom furniture as comfortable as you 

want it to be. Used in conjunction the Keramag bathroom series, these items are high-quality, practical and can 

be combined to suit individual needs.

Hand towel holder. Slightly rounded 

or highly geometric shape. These high-

quality chrome hand towel holders can 

be mounted on bathroom furniture and 

walls without the need to drill holes.

Organisation systems. Stable inserts for drawers and pull-out drawers to 

help you to organise the many small things you need every day. In two sizes. 

LED light strips. Energy-saving LED light strips for excellently lit drawers 

and pull-out drawers. Available in 9 sizes to suit all washbasin vanity units 

and easy to mount. 

Bathroom Accessories. Sophisticated additions.
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Rechargeable LED battery module. Perfect for tall cabinets and the 

whole furniture range, this LED lighting modules ensure good interior lighting 

even without mains connection. Simply remove from the mounting clip and 

recharge using the supplied Mini USB cable.

Magnetic holder. Keeps scissors, tweezers etc. to hand in every cabinet. 

The self-adhesive magnetic holder is 100 x 5 x 20 mm large, made from 

anodised aluminium and is easy to mount on any surface.

You can fi nd more details in the product overview on page 191.

BAD-ACCESSOIRES
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4U. Diversity written large.
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4U makes individual planning easy. With modern rounded wash basins and furniture that 

can be combined in various ways and is available in various widths, heights and fronts.
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And with lots of good storage space ideas, such as the vanity units with 

interior pull-out drawer and lockable drawer in the high side cabinet.
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Want even more good ideas? Family washplaces can be combined with side cabinets and ceramic shelves or 

divided using a tall cabinet with open shelves and mirror door.
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Ideally combined with: a customised WC solution. Wall-hung, including in a rimfree version, with 

higher fl oor clearance for easy cleaning or as fl oor-standing WC with integrated dual fl ush button to 

save water. 4U offers a range of possibilities.
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2/374/75

WHAT WOULD LIFE BE LIKE WITHOUT 

MOVEMENT? IT DRIVES US ONWARDS, BLURS 

BORDERS AND OPENS UP NEW WAYS OF 

LOOKING AT THINGS. MOVEMENT BRINGS 

CHANGE. IN PRODUCT DESIGN, IT LEADS 

TO NEW DEVELOPMENTS THAT REFLECT THIS 

CHANGE. FOR KERAMAG, MAKING A NEW 

PRODUCT DESIGN A GOOD ONE MEANS 

ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL COMBINATION 

OF AESTHETICS AND FUNCTIONALITY. IT IS 

PERFECTLY PLANNED FOR GREATER QUALITY 

OF LIFE, TIMELESS APPEAL AND MAKES LIFE 

JUST THAT BIT MORE BEAUTIFUL OVER THE 

LONG TERM.

M E N T
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GOOD PRODUCT DESIGN 

MAKES THE EVERYDAY SPECIAL.

Design developments by Keramag are innovative and 

inspire over the long term. This is because Keramag 

consistently combines quality and perfection with well-

founded results from trend research and successful 

designs by innovative designers.

Preciosa.
Developed by Keramag in 1969 and still 
an in-demand design classic for appealing 
bathrooms with a puristic feel.

iCon Rimfree®. No rim means that it is easier to 

clean and more hygienic. Award-winning innovation, 

high quality, design and functionality.

Kind wall-hung WC. Especially developed for 

children. Award-winning high design quality.

Good product design not only looks contemporary, but is also based on people’s needs and 
requirements and offers an added value in that it is perceived as being pleasant, practical and 
comfortable. At Keramag, this combination of form and function is always highly innovative 
and timelessly attractive, and often developed in cooperation with successful designers. For 
products that will still appeal after many years.
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The particularly fl at wash basin 

design in the Renova Nr.1 Comfort 

series offers lots of leg room when 

sitting and is wheelchair-accessible.

Covered mounting systems and 

a couple of precious centimetres 

more ground clearance improve 

aesthetics and make bathroom 

cleaning effortless.

Greater quality of life thanks to functional design. 
Beautiful design is well thought out and functional at Keramag.

A deeper storage space and easy-to-

operate, integrated handles become 

one in the Renova Nr.1 Plan. With 

rounded edges that precisely match 

the wash basin shape.

Product design by Keramag is innovative, honest, long-lasting and has a timeless aesthetic. 

Developed for people who want to see their personality refl ected in the things that surround them.

Buttons integrated fl ush with the 

front, both made from high-quality 

glass, emphasise the elegant look 

of the Universal sanitary module.

Reduced product dimensions 

provide small bathrooms with more 

space to move around in without 

saving on comfort.

An exceptional, striking shape with 

lots of storage space – Xeno2.
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Smyle. Contemporary. Comfortable. Light.
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Design features such as the streamlined washbasin edge, the recess bet-

ween the washbasin and vanity unit and the characteristic slightly rounded 

edges are what give the new bathroom series Smyle a contemporary, 

friendly lightness.
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Smyle offers spacious storage spaces on the washbasins and roomy vanity units with lots of space for daily toiletries.

The wall-hung WC is available in a particularly easy-to-clean Rimfree® version, while the WC seat is also available 

with an optional soft-closing mechanism.
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All bathroom furniture is resistant to humidity, available with a choice of four attractive surfaces and has been well 

planned in terms of functionality.
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The Supero bathtubs by Keramag perfectly match 

the clear and friendly atmosphere of a Smyle bath-

room. The optional bathroom accessories, such as 

the rechargeable LED battery module for lighting 

the interior of the tall cabinet on page 67, provide 

additional comfort.
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Light, comfortable and with a modern 

beauty. Smyle in guest bathrooms.
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Die Unternehmensphilosophie von Keramag ist so einfach wie grundlegend: „Wir schaffen bleibende Werte“ steht für Badprodukte, die heute und morgen begeistern. Es steht für den verantwortungsvollen Umgang mit Mensch und Natur. Und damit letztlich für eine Zukunft, in der wir gern leben. 

D U R A
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ONE THING IS CERTAIN: ALL OF US WANT 

TO BE ABLE TO ENJOY A NEW BATHROOM 

FOR A LONG TIME TO COME. THE SHINY 

GLEAMING SURFACE OF THE WASHBASIN, 

THE FANTASTIC COMFORT OF THE BATHTUB – 

WE PLACE OUR TRUST IN THE DURABILITY 

OF THIS ENJOYMENT, AS WELL AS THE 

COMMITMENT OF THE BRAND AND QUALITY 

OF THE PRODUCTS. KERAMAG LAYS THE 

FOUNDATION STONE FOR THIS BY CAREFULLY 

SELECTING EXCELLENT MATERIALS FOR ITS 

PRODUCTS. 

B I L I T Y
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BRAND QUALITY BEGINS 

WITH THE BASIC MATERIALS.

Durable and keeps its good 
looks. Sanitary ceramic by Keramag 

is made exclusively from biologically 

harmless ceramic material and fi red 

at high temperatures. The glaze forms 

a lasting bond with the ceramic 

shards, creating shiny and incredibly 

durable washbasins, WCs and bidets. 

• Crack and scratch-resistant 

•  Resistant to temperature change 

and chemicals 

• Keeps its good looks 

• Easy to clean 

• Recyclable thanks to lead-free glaze 

Main components of 
sanitary ceramic: 

KaolinClay

Quartz Feldspar
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Extremely fl exible and robust 
Varicor®. This mineral material, 

made from high-quality natural 

minerals and resins, is multitalented 

in terms of its fl exibility and dura bi-

lity. The silky matt surface also feels 

pleasantly warm. 

• Fully dyed, non-porous material 

•  Can be sawn, milled, drilled, 

ground, contoured and grooved 

•  Accurate installation to the 

millimetre 

• Almost seamless connections 

• Extremely easy to clean 

• Impact-resistant 

•  High level of resistance to 

chemicals and temperature 

• Food-safe 

• Stain-resistant 

•  Extremely robust – even cigarette 

ash has no effect on the material 

once the tar residue has been 

removed 

High-quality acrylic. For the 

various bathtub and shower tray 

shapes in its ranges, Keramag uses 

a particularly high-quality acrylic – 

cross-linked, cast and strengthened 

with glass fi bres using polyester. 

• Skin-friendly, non-slip surface 

•  Homogenous and non-porous, 

usually with a shiny surface 

 

•  Extremely high impact and wear 

resistance thanks to a thickness of 

up to 5mm 

•  Fade-resistant and resistant to 

chemicals 

• Low thermal conductivity

•  Easy to clean – with non-abrasive, 

standard household cleaners

•  Simple to repair – small scratches 

can be repaired using damp sand-

paper, standard car polish and a 

soft cloth 
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Renova Nr. 1.
The creative solution across the range.
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RENOVA NR. 1
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You can fi nd more detailed information 
in the separate Renova Nr.1 brochure.

The comprehensive and versatile Renova Nr.1 ceramic, bathtub and furniture programme 

provides the basis for fantastically individual bathroom designs. Modern, comfortable, 

easier to clean – and also available with Rimfree® wall-hung WC without rim for quick, 

effortless cleaning. Renova Nr.1 makes modernising your bathroom easy.
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Renova Nr. 1 Plan. With corners and edges. 
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RENOVA NR. 1 PLAN
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With two bathroom furniture programmes, Renova Nr.1 Plan makes 

bathroom modernisation highly appealing and versatile. The handleless 

furniture programme embodies the concept of clear lines: with integrated 

handles, and deeper shelf spaces whose rounded edges fi t in perfectly 

with the washbasin shape and a streamlined, light look with vanity units 

clearly set back from the washbasin. 

Strong on detail: the Rimfree wall-hung WC.
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RENOVA NR. 1 PLAN
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Front and body in the same colour: white high gloss, lava matt, or with tangible brushed wooden structure Ulme 

and dark natural oak. A high-quality, fl exibly combined furniture range, which meets additional storage needs.

Also matches: the universal design of the Option mirror cabinets.
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The Renova Nr.1 furniture range solves storage problems in an appealing and comfortable way with tall and side 

cabinets and vanity units that come with a choice of three trendy high gloss fronts.
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RENOVA NR. 1 PLAN
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Organisation has a system.

You can fi nd more detailed information on Renova Nr.1 Plan and both 
bathroom furniture ranges in the separate Renova Nr.1 brochure. 
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMPRIMO
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Renova Nr. 1 Comprimo.
Comfort even in confi ned spaces.

Space-saving features and a wide range of products – for 

lots of freedom of movement, storage space and comfort 

even in the smallest bathrooms and guest WCs.
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Ideal for big and small corners alike.
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMPRIMO
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Or perfect with additional shelf on the asymmetric washbasin and integrated hand 

towel holder in vanity unit. Renova Nr.1 Comprimo provides lots of room to play 

with in terms of design. 

You can fi nd more detailled information 
in the separate Renova Nr.1 brochure. 
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IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT WE WANT 

TO WELCOME OUR VISITORS, INVITE THEM IN, 

MAKE THEM FEEL GOOD AND SHOW THEM 

HOW WE LIVE AND WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO 

US. RIGHT DOWN TO THE ROOM IN WHICH 

EACH OF OUR GUESTS WILL SPEND SOME 

TIME SOONER OR LATER: THE GUEST WC. IT’S 

A GOOD THING THEN THAT MODERN GUEST 

WC CONCEPTS AND CLEVER DESIGN TRICKS 

CAN CREATE AN ENVIOUSLY BEAUTIFUL AND 

ALL-ROUND COMFORTABLE ROOM DESIGN, 

REGARDLESS OF SIZE AND FLOOR PLAN. 

C O M E
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TODAY, EVERY GUEST WC 

IS UNIQUELY BEAUTIFUL.

Perfectly coordinated design – ceramics and bathroom furniture 

ranges for the guest WC.

Integrated hand towel holder.  
A practical solution that saves space 

and doesn’t require any holes to be 

drilled.

Space for everything you need to store and also fi nally the 
chance to realise your own design preferences in the smallest 
room of the house. With today’s varied designs and ranges 
for guest WCs, it’s easy. And you won’t have to make any 
compromises, there’ll be lots of space to move around in and 
it will be fantastically comfortable into the bargain.

Spacious corner solution 
for the smallest fl oorplans. Lots of 

space everywhere.
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2/3

485 mm

106/107

Interesting, modern and practical: 

the combination of vanity unit and 

open side cabinet with attractive 

Plexiglas box. An eye-catcher that 

takes up little space but still provides 

lots of storage.

Reduced product dimensions 
in the WCs, wash basins and 

hand-rinse basins give us a few 

more precious centimetres of room 

to move around in.

Save water with Hygieneplus. Save water over the long term 

by installing a urinal with 0.5–2 litre flush, which also provides clear 

hygiene benefi ts compared to a WC seat with lid up. Together with a 

4.5 l WC from Keramag, these products mean you can be both frugal 

and environmentally friendly at the same time.

Side cabinet with shelf – 
perfect for more storage space and 

as a surface for anything that catches 

the eye or needs to be close to hand. 

Find out more in the separate Guest WC Journal by Keramag.
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iCon xs. Architecturally clear.
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ICON XS
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Whether a self-closing drawer, a mirror with shelf or a WC with a shorter 

projection – iCon xs triumphs with interesting and comfortable ideas for 

modern guest WCs and guest bathrooms.
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The black Plexiglas box in the side element is an eye-catcher and storage 

box in one.
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ICON XS
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Colour selection: ideal for giving a room the personal 

touch with three high gloss colours, to matt colours and 

wood structure in oak natural with a tangible surface 

structure. 
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ICON XS

You can fi nd more information in the 
current guest WC journal. 
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FIDELIO

112/113

Fidelio. Hospitality in the smallest room. 

The Fidelio corner hand-rinse basin fi ts into any corner. 
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Preciosa

iCon

Preciosa

Renova Nr.1 Plan

Ceramic design with glossy shine. 

Countertop/insert washbasins. 
For individual bathroom design.
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Rondo Futura

114/115

Washtop R with small cover 
plate

Washtop R classic with 
washtop design cover plate

Washtop E classic with 
Washtop design cover plate

Graphically exact shapes made from silky matt Varicor®. 

Washtop E classic with small 
cover plate

You can find further countertop/insert washbasins 
in the overview on pages 194–196.

COUNTERTOP/
INSERT WASHBASINS. 
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Option. Illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets
for modern bathrooms. 

With Option Keramag offers a wide range of illuminated 

mirrors and mirror cabinets, that thanks to their streamlined, 

timeless design can be universally installed. 

Option Plus mirror cabinet 600 x 700 mm, combined with it!

Option illuminated mirror 900 x 650 mm, combined with iCon
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OPTION

116/117

The illuminated mirror element Option. 
For good, glare-free illumination results, there are 

two lighting strips – one on the larger model – on 

the optional illuminated mirror elements available 

in widths of 600 to 900mm. The mirror light can 

be easily turned on and off via a switch.

Option illuminated mirror 1200 x 650 mm, combined with iCon

Option illuminated mirror 600 x 650 mm, 
combined with Renova Nr.1 Comprimo

Option illuminated mirror 1000 x 650 mm, 
combined with Renova Nr.1 Plan

Option illuminated mirror 700 x 650 mm, 
combined with Renova Nr.1
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The Option mirrored cabinets. These 600 and 900 mm wide mirror cabinets ensure optimal illumination and 

offer high-quality storage space solutions with a high degree of fl exibility and comfort. The indirect washplace 

illumination can also be switched on separately using a light touch sensor that provides gentle light at night for 

orientation.

Option mirror cabinet  900 x 700 mm, combined with Renova Nr. 1 Plan
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OPTION
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Option mirror cabinet 
600 x 700 mm, combined with 

Renova Nr. 1 Plan

All-round mirror surfaces

Easy-clean resistant handle

Integrated socket

Mirror on inside of door

• Integrated LED lighting

• Indirect washplace illumination

• Light touch sensor switch with orientation lighting

• Doors with mirrors on both sides and soft-closing mechanism

• Handle made from easy-clean resistant frosted glass

• Appealing all-round mirror surfaces

• Height-adjustable glass shelves

• Integrated socket

• Particularly easy and quick to install

•  Optionally available: magnetic holder from Keramag bathroom 

accessories programme
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The Option Plus mirror cabinets. With full-surface LED illuminated trim on the mirror cabinet, 

the Option Plus models perfectly illuminate rooms and faces in an energy-saving manner. The big 

plus of these 600, 900 and 1200 mm wide mirror cabinets is easy to see.

Option Plus 
1200 x 700 mm,
combined with 
Renova Nr. 1 Plan
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OPTION
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• Integrated LED lighting

• Indirect washplace illumination

• Light touch sensor switch with orientation lighting

• Doors with mirrors on both sides and soft-closing mechanism

• Handle with easy-clean resistant frosted glass

• Appealing all-round mirror surfaces

• Additional interior mirrors

• Elegant, height-adjustable glass shelves (transparent grey)

• 1 or 2 sockets with USB connection

• Integrated magnifying mirror

• 1 magnetic holder

• Particularly easy and quick to install

Thanks to its streamlined, timeless design, the Option product programme 

can be universally combined and will suit any bathroom series.

Full-surface LED illuminated trim, all-round mirror surfaces

Option Plus 600 x 700 mm, combined with it!

Indirect illumination

Socket with USB-connection, door- and 
back board mirror 

Magnifying mirror and magnetic holder 
integrated
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BEING INDEPENDENT OF OUTSIDE HELP GIVES 

US SECURITY AND INCREASES OUR SENSE OF 

SELF WORTH. SUPPORTING AND MAINTAINING 

THIS INDEPENDENCE MEANS PRESERVING A 

VALUABLE PART OF OUR OVERALL QUALITY OF 

LIFE. KERAMAG HAS THEREFORE DEVELOPED 

TARGETED BATHROOM CONCEPTS THAT 

PROMOTE INDEPENDENCE IN LITTLE ONES 

AND HELP THOSE WITH LIMITED MOBILITY TO 

MAINTAIN THEIR INDEPENDENCE FOR LONGER. 

THEY ENABLE FORWARD-LOOKING PLANNING 

FOR MODERN CROSS-GENERATIONAL BATH-

ROOMS THAT MAKE PEOPLE FEEL GOOD, SAFE 

AND FREE FOR A LONG TIME.

D E N C E
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IT’S EASY TO SUPPORT INDEPENDENCE – 

FOR BOTH BIG AND SMALL! 

I can wash myself! Keramag makes it child’s play. At the right height 

with a cute design and full of colour. With a tap bench that has been 

brought forward, perfect in combination with the fun single-hand mixer 

and the fi rst children’s tap with precise sensor activation from the 4Bambini 

series. And with WCs that cleverly combine fun and comfort – from baby-

hood onwards.

A seat ring in potty shape. Lion’s paws on the toilet that children can rest their legs on so they do not go to sleep. 

Or hold on safely without trapping their fi ngers. Easy getting up for those with back problems thanks to raised seat 

positions for grown-ups. Keramag offers unique child-friendly and cross-generational products.

Some surprisingly simple, ergonomic product developments with strong designs by Keramag 
take the independence of every age group into account. Not only do they offer safety and 
support in the bathroom, but also well thought out comfort and the freedom to be independent.

The right seat height for everyone – and more.

Renova Nr.1 
Comfort

wash-down
480 mm 

Renova Nr.1
wash-down

430 mm

Renova Nr.1 
Comfort

wash-down
430 mm

Baby 
wash-down

280 mmSeat height

Kind
wash-down

320 mm

Kind
wash-out
370 mm
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Sit down comfortably with 
plenty of legroom, have every-

thing within easy reach and still be 

able to see yourself in the mirror – 

perfect for tired legs.

Side cut-outs on wheelchair-

accessible wash basins make it 

easier for users to hold their balance 

and pull themselves up safely or 

can be used as practical towel rails.

Helpful: expanded edge that can 

be used as a seat, handles that make 

it easy for you to pull yourself up, 

have a relaxed bath or shower safely 

thanks to the bench. Beautiful design 

can be this helpful. 

Orientation at night. The indirect 

wash basin lighting can also be 

turned on separately – simply use 

the sensor switch to provide a gentle 

light at night.

Become independent! Equipping your bathroom with products for cross-

generational bathrooms today means that you will have a greater chance 

of being able to live independently and autonomously for longer. Keramag 

combines comfort that will support you in a functionally intelligent way 

with a beautiful bathroom design. For aesthetically appealing bathrooms 

that help anyone with limited mobility to live together with their families in 

a relaxed way.

Sitting higher means easier getting 

up. Wider seating surfaces make it 

even more comfortable. And with a 

700mm projection and extra-stable 

WC seat, it is easy and safe to 

transfer from a wheelchair. 
The version without rim is also much 

easier to clean. 
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Kind/Baby. Growing into space. 

Uniquely child-friendly! With products designed especially for children, Keramag helps even little ones to develop 

their knowledge of hygiene in an independent way.
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KIND/BABY

126/127

Here it‘s not only fun to sit on the toilet just like the grown-ups do. It is also colourful and 

a lot easier to hold and support yourself. 
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4Bambini/3Bambini/2Bambini.
A playful way to become hygienically independent.

4Bambini infra-red tap 4Bambini single hand mixer

4Bambini play and wash landscape
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4Bambini

2Bambini

3Bambini

3Bambini

4BAMBINI/3BAMBINI/2BAMBINI

128/129

Suitable for children, smart and colourful: the specially engineered Bambini-products help 

children to learn how to wash their hands and brush their teeth independently. Ideally combined 

with the fun factor of water and absolute child’s play to use.
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Renova Nr. 1 Comfort. Gain personal freedom.
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMFORT

130/131
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Wheelchair-accessible washbasins available in two versions make it 

pleasantly easy to wash and care for yourself while sitting down. 

Modern design for forward-looking bathrooms. The wash basin, WC and furniture solutions by Renova Nr.1 Comfort 

are intelligently planned and highly functional. They are designed to enable people to maintain their independence 

as long as possible and help them use the bathroom without assistance even if their movement is restricted.

With soft inner basin design

550 and 650 mm wide, accessible 

by wheelchair and with spacious 

shelf surfaces. 
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMFORT

132/133

1  Wheelchair-accessible and plenty of knee space when 

sitting

2  Incorporated ledge area which functions as separator 

for half-full basin

3 Halfdry storage space at the front

4 Gentle rounded edges and easy-to-grip

5 Flat armrest and support area

6 Raised edge for gap-free mirror positioning

With helpful functions

Extremely fl at, 500, 600, 650 

or 750 mm wide, accessible by 

wheelchair and user friendly. 

The washbasins in the width of 600, 650 and 700 mm fulfi l DIN 18024 and are therefore recommended for use in 

barrier-free bathrooms and sanitary rooms. The 550 mm wide model corresponds to the protection targets specifi ed 

by this DIN.
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480 mm seat height incl. 

WC seat for easier getting 

up and sitting down.

WC seat also available 

with softclosing mechanism.

WC seat with wide seat 

area for more sitting 

comfort, complete with 

bevelled buffers and extra 

buffer with handle for the 

lid.  

A high degree of stability 

and sitting comfort, 

including on the WC 

with standard 550 mm

projection.

Continuous stainless-steel 

hinge pin for high level 

of stability and bevelled

ceramic for slip-resistant 

WC seat.

This WC range combines comfort and safety.
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMFORT

134/135

The WCs with 700 mm projection and the fl oor-standing WC meet DIN 18040 standards for barrier-free 

bathroom design.

700 mm projection for easy use with wheelchair – 

available in two versions and an easy-to-clean Rimfree® 

version.
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Makes bathrooms cosier and more comfortable, while also enabling 

easy and comfortable usage of the bathroom even while seated. 

Thanks to the doors with integrated 

compartments that can be opened 

up to 110 degrees, toiletries can 

be easily reached even while sitting. 

Optional undershelves with cut-out 

to allow for movement provide 

additio nal legroom on the 750 mm 

wide vanity unit.

The side cabinets can be stacked 

to create a medium or tall cabinet. 

Dividing or cover plates provide 

easily recognisable contrasts in the 

colour of your choice.

For further information, see the detailed Renova Nr.1 brochure.
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RENOVA NR. 1 COMFORT

136/137

The illuminated anti-glare mirror element enables users to see themselves easily whether sitting or standing and 

meets DIN 18040 standards for barrier-free bathrooms.

The grip zones on the underside of 

the wash basins make it easy for 

users to hold onto the wash basin 

and pull themselves up. Handles 

can be mounted on the sides of the 

furniture to ensure a safe grip or 

can beused as hand-towel rails.

The soft padded roll stool with 

additional storage space: stops 

as soon as weight is applied, is 

height-adjustable.

Renova Nr.1 Comfort, 

the comfortable way to 

obtain personal freedom.

Renova Nr. 1 Comfort with bathtub Comfort Plus.
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Agilo

Agilo

Agilo/Privo. Wheelchair-accessible individual solutions 
made from Varicor®.

Two wheelchair-accessible wash basins made from

high-quality Varicor® add another dimension to the

washplace concept for barrier-free solutions from

Keramag. Agilo with its angular design and Privo

with its round design ensure that these items fi t in

with the overall look of the room. Both wash basins

correspond to DIN 18040 standards for barrier-free

bathrooms and sanitary facilities.
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Privo

Privo

AGILO/PRIVO

138/139

Side cut-outs make it easier for users to hold their balance and pull them-

selves up safely or can be used as practical towel rails.

Particularly comfortable: spacious storage shelves and appealing easy-clean 

design without overfl ow hole.
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W E L L -
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IT IS THOSE MOMENTS OF COMPLETE 

RELAXATION AND CALM THAT ALLOW US TO 

BREATHE. SWITCH OFF. RELAX. DO SOME-

THING GOOD FOR OURSELVES. THIS IS THE 

KIND OF COMFORT THAT WE YEARN FOR. 

PREFERABLY WITHIN THE PRIVATE SURROUN-

DINGS OF OUR OWN FOUR WALLS. HOW 

LOVELY THAT WE ALREADY HAVE THE PERFECT 

PLACE TO REVIVE THE SOUL: THE BATHROOM. 

A FEW WELL THOUGHT-OUT DETAILS IN BATH-

ROOM DESIGN AND AN ETHOS OF WELL-

BEING WILL TRANSFORM ANY BATHROOM 

INTO AN OASIS OF CALM. 

B E I N G
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REVIVE YOUR SOUL AT HOME

Some people relax best when their body is immersed in lovely warm water and they can 
gradually shake off the stress of everyday life. Others love the revitalising effect of a refreshing 
shower. Whatever you prefer, with the right bathtub and shower tray, you can make sure you 
put in place the best conditions for your own perfect personal wellness experience. 

The ideal bathtub shape shouldn’t just suit your 

bathroom design. It should also suit you.

Whether you have a narrow or wider back, bathtubs 

from Keramag offer comfortable back widths of 590 to 

820mm.

Lying, sitting or both? Depending on the slope at the 

back, incorporate both positions into one tub or lie 

down at either end. 

For full baths where your knees do not jut out, Keramag 

offers bathtubs up to 550 mm deep. 

Relaxation guaranteed: a couple of drops of camomile, 

lavender or vanilla essential oil, dissolved in a bit of 

cream or honey, will calm stressed nerves. 
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2/3142/143

The perfect shower tray should suit your room, requirements and 

future planning.

Square, rectangular, hexagonal or corner shower tray – Keramag provides 

all kinds of tray shapes in various sizes and in designs that match the 

respective bathroom series – for shower spaces that are perfectly integrated 

into the bathroom and offer maximum space to move around in. Shower 

trays level with the fl oor to enable safe getting in and getting out can be 

installed for those thinking ahead to the future.

High-quality sanitary acrylic or velvety soft Varicor® – Keramag offers 

shower trays in both surfaces.

 

Power booster: Alternating between 

5 seconds each of warm and cold 

water will wake you up and tighten 

the connective tissue. Or if you want 

a gentler shower: rub in sea salt 

and olive oil in a 2:1 ratio, let it soak 

in for a bit, wash it off and enjoy 

smoother skin and renewed vitality. 
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Comfort Plus

Lie down in comfort, easily pull yourself up, shower safely and more. With special comfort ideas for young and 

old alike and a design that fi ts harmoniously into any bathroom, the bathtubs Comfort Plus and Comfort Plus Family 

complement every bathroom design perfectly.

Comfort Plus/Comfort Plus Family. 
Bathtubs for every generation.
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Comfort Plus

COMFORT PLUS/
COMFORT PLUS FAMILY

144/145

Small difference – big effect: the wider edge on the 

Comfort Plus Family bathtub not only makes getting in 

and out easier for grown ups and little ones, but the 

edge also makes a comfortable seat for parents and 

carers.

Neck pillow to gently 

rest your head.

 

Seat for those who prefer 

to sit while showering. 

A tray for everything that 

makes bathing an even 

more pleasant experience.

Flat cover cap for 

comfortable standing 

and sitting at the rear 

of the bathtub. 

Provided on Comfort Plus Family as standard,

available as an option on Comfort Plus:

Comfort Plus Family, version right

Extra comfort starts here:
• ergonomically shaped, highly comfortable lying area

• armrests integrated on both sides 

• handles for easy getting up

•  sit comfortably or shower at the rear thanks to the 

fl at cover cap

Generell integriert: 
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Simply take your seat and shower 

in peace. The stable seat makes it 

easy and safe.

Thanks to a spacious 1700 x 750/

900 mm, fl at cover cap and addi-

tional shelf, bathing as a couple is 

double the fun.

Comfortable and helpful: the edge of 

the bathtub can be extended on the 

right or left-hand side, offering plenty 

of sitting space.

Comfort Plus Family, version left

Comfort Plus und Comfort Plus Family – ideal for families with small children, multi-generational households and 

people with limited mobility, thanks to intelligently planned, sensible and helpful comfort extras.
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COMFORT PLUS/
COMFORT PLUS FAMILY

146/147

Comfort Plus and Comfort Plus Family. Simply a 

few more good ideas to ensure comfort. For every 

generation.

Comfort Plus Family, version right
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Mattis

Opale

Bathtubs/Shower trays. 
Diversity and relaxation.
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iCon

Preciosa

148/149

BATHTUBS/SHOWER TRAYS

Whether relaxing in the bathtub or a refreshing shower in the shower tray that is level with the ground, 

the bathtub and shower tray range by Keramag makes bathing and showering an individual experience in 

any room.
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Supero

myDay

Xeno2

Shower trays in different sizes and shapes – from 

square, pentagonal and rectangular to a rounded 

corner version – shower room planning for both big 

and small floorplans is particularly flexible.
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Renova Nr.1

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo

150/151

BATHTUBS/SHOWER TRAYS

The range of shapes, from square and corner to oval bathtubs, is cleverly complemented by bathtubs with a space-

saving effect.

The whole range of beautiful bathtubs and 
shower trays can be found in the overview 
from page 204 onwards as well as in the 
journal section “Keramag Design”.
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Beautiful and hygienic – Clou,
developed and patented by Keramag, 

makes overfl ow holes in washbasins 

and bidets superfl uous, see page 36.

Beautiful and safe – a closed

surface from the outside, but securely

fi xed to the wall from the inside. The

Kerafi x fi xing system is a Keramag

patent.

Automatically gentle – drawers

with a smooth self-closing 
mechanism shut by themselves 

incredibly quietly.

One turn is enough to make Kerafi x 

grip securely from the inside and 

hold even urinals securely to the wall.

Quiet – WC seats with a soft-
closing mechanism always close 

softly.

TECHNICAL DETAILS 

AT A GLANCE.

Is it special when you look at your new ceramic item and see a beautiful, smooth ceramic surface 
and there are no dark overfl ow holes or mounting screws? If cleaning your bathroom is quicker 
and more effortless? Or if drawers, cabinet doors and WC seats close completely silently and 
gently? We think so. This is why you will fi nd a whole host of intelligently designed comfort ideas 
and innovative concepts at Keramag which complete your product decision perfectly. Find out 
which technical details you can expect from a bathroom series by reading the respective product 
overview.

Easy opening and closing –
the high-quality Tip-On mechanism 
enables you to use drawers simply 

by applying light pressure with no 

need for handles. 
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Easy to clean – the covered 
fl oor fi xings for fl oor-standing 

WCs and bidets ensure closed 

external surfaces. 

Easy to clean – a couple of centi-

metres more ground clearance 

with wall-hung WCs and bidets makes 

mopping the fl oor much easier. 

Stand up more easily – when 

installed using standard connection 

dimensions, the comfortable seat 
height ≥ 30 mm enables effortless 

standing up from the WC. 

Easy to sit down – a comfort-
able width with an additional 

45 mm and a wide seat surface 

offer people of every height a high 

level of sitting comfort. 

Beautiful aesthetics – nothing to 

see except a closed ceramic surface. 

The covered wall fixings even 

make covering plates superfluous. 

Saves costs and resources – 
the 4.5 l fl ush technology for 

WCs helps to considerably reduce 

water consumption in the bathroom 

(see page 10).

Water saving – with every ‘short 

fl ush’, you can save water and 

costs, and also protect the environ-

ment. The dual fl ush button on 

the cistern makes it easy. 

Easy to install – thanks the moun-

ting holes on the WC seats, wall-

hung WCs can be mounted using 

the PlugFix system quickly and 

securely. In addition, fi xings cannot 

be seen from the outside. 

Wall-hung WCs also offer a comfort-
able seat height ≥ 30 mm when 

mounted using standard connection 

dimensions.

Permanently easy to clean – ceramic with innovative KeraTect® glaze is 

incredibly smooth and prevents most bacteria and dirt from building up. Keramag 

also provides a 30 year KeraTect® guarantee (see page 35).

Easy-clean and hygienic – 
Rimfree® wall-hung WCs can 

be cleaned in an instant, including 

the inside.
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 Washbasin, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 253200. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248000.

 Insert washbasin, Ø 500 mm, Model-no. 248100.

 Urinal Centaurus, waterless, Model-no. 236400.
Only available with KeraTect® glaze.

 Square shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652400.

 Washbasin, 800 x 550 mm, Model-no. 124280. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652495.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652410.
1000 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652405.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652420.
1400 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652440.

 Washbasin, 1000 x 550 mm, Model-no. 124200. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Undercounter washbasin without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 380 mm, Model-no. 248220.

 Urinal Centaurus, water-fl ushed, Model-no. 236450. 
Only available with KeraTect® glaze.

 Round cornered shower tray, depth 35 mm,
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652455.

 Covered 
wall fi xing 

PlugFix

Centaurus  Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic
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 Double washbasin, 1300 x 550 mm, 
Model-no. 133200. Various tap hole/overfl ow 
versions available.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 530 mm,
Model-no. 203200.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571280.

 Pentagonal shower tray, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652465.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652460.

 Insert washbasin, Ø 420 mm, Model-no. 248110.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 530 mm, Model-no. 233200.

 Rectangular bathtub. 
1800 x 900 mm, depth 470 mm, Model-no. 600385.
1905 x 905 mm, depth 430 mm, Model-no. 600395.

 Insert washbasin without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248120.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 
matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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Washbasin, 600 x 480 mm, model-no. 121960. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 291910 or washbasin vanity units 494 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 400 x 280 mm. 
Model-no. 272940 tap hole left. 
Model-no. 271940 tap hole right.
Shaft valve with domed cover cap.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 304 mm.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door stopper right or left, 
1 handle, aluminium chromed, 304 x 454 x 230 mm.
Model-no. 819040 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819041 quartz grey high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basins 400 mm.

Washbasin, 800 x 480 mm, model-no. 121980. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 291910 or washbasin vanity units 700 mm.

Washbasin without tap hole, 1000 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121903.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1000 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121905.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

Washbasin, 1000 x 480 mm, model-no. 121900. 
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 900 mm.

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Kerafi x White 
high gloss

Quartz grey 
high gloss

Furniture (moisture resistant)
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Washbasin without tap hole, 1300 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121933.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

Washbasin, 1300 x 480 mm, model-no. 121930. 
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1300 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121935.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 1200 mm.

   Washbasin, shelf space left, 700 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 122970.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 600 mm.

Washbasin, shelf space right, 700 x 480 mm, 
model-no. 121970.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity 
units 600 mm.

Tall cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 handle, aluminium chromed, 2 fi xed shelves, 
4 glass shelves, mirror on the internal side of the door, 
400 x 1700 x 330 mm.
Model-no. 819160 white high gloss.
Model-no. 819161 quartz grey high gloss.

The following Keramag bathroom accessories are available as options: 
towel rail round/square, LED battery module and magnetic holder, page 191.
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Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers with anti-slip mat, 2 handles, aluminium chromed, 
494 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819060 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819061 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers with anti-slip mat, 2 handles, aluminium chromed, 
600 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819070 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819071 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasin with shelf space 700 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer with anti-slip mat, 1 handle, aluminium chromed, 
900 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819000 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819001 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasins 1000 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer with anti-slip mat, 1 handle, aluminium chromed, 
1200 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819030 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819031 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasins 1300 mm.

White
high gloss
varnished

Quartz grey 
high gloss
varnished

Furniture (moisture resistant)

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

The following Keramag bathroom accessories are available as options: 
towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED light strips and magnetic holder, page 191.
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Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers with anti-slip mat, 2 handles, aluminium chromed, 
700 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819180 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819181 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers with anti-slip mat, 2 handles, aluminium chromed, 
900 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819100 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819101 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasins 1000 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers with anti-slip mat, 2 handles, aluminium chromed, 
1200 x 427 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819130 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819131 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasins 1300 mm.

   Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer with anti-slip mat, 1 handle, aluminium chromed, 
700 x 219 x 434 mm.
Model-no. 819080 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 819081 quartz grey high gloss varnished.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.
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 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch, 
LED 24 V DC 8 W, 4000 K/490 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, energy class A++,
400 x 800 x 35 mm, model-no. 819240. 

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 11 W, 4000 K/740 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, energy class A++,
600 x 650 x 35 mm, model-no. 819260.

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch, 
LED 24 V DC 13 W, 4000 K/870 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, energy class A++,
700 x 650 x 35 mm, model-no. 819270.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, model-no. 231910. Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
Duo outlet, 350 x 825 x 640 mm, model-no. 200920. 
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
model-no. 228950.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 571910.

Wash-down WC, 4,5/6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, 
model-no. 201900.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 571910.

  iCon  square shower tray, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

  iCon  rectangular shower tray, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

  iCon  round corner shower tray, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

4,5 litre fl ush White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics/Acrylic

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix
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 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 17 W, 4000 K/1130 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, energy class A++,
900 x 650 x 35 mm, model-no. 819200. 

 Illuminated mirror element, integrated light switch,
LED 24 V DC 24 W, 4000 K/1610 lm, 230 V, 
~50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, energy class A++,
1200 x 650 x 35 mm, model-no. 819220.

Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, fl oor standing, 
650 x 560 mm, model-no. 211910.
WC seat, model-no. 571900.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 571910.

Bidet, back-to-wall, fl oor standing, modell-no. 231950.  iCon  neck support, Model-no. 590440 white.
Combinable with rectangular bathtubs.

  iCon  oval bathtub, depth 450 mm, 1800 x 850 mm, 
Model-no. 650400.

  iCon rectangular bathtub, with drain at foot area, 
depth 450 mm, 1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support.

  iCon  rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 
matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Washbasin, 600 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124060 with tap hole.
Model-no. 124063 without tap hole. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 595 mm. 
Also available as countertop washbasin with tap hole, model-no. 124560, 
(wall connection required).

 Bidet, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, Model-no. 234000.

 Washbasin, 750 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124075 with tap hole.
Model-no. 124078 without tap hole. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 740 mm. 
Also available as countertop washbasin with tap hole, model-no. 124575, 
(wall connection required). 

 Washbasin with 2 tap holes, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124020.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1190 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Wash-down WC, 4,5/6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 530 mm, 
Model-no. 204000.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 530 mm, Model-no. 204060.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

 Washbasin without tap holes, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124025.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1190 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Double washbasin, 1200 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124120.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units for double washbasin 1190 mm. 

 Washbasin incl. decorative tray right or left, 500 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124050 right.
Model-no. 124150 left.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout right or left and 
washbasin vanity units 1190 mm with 2 siphon cutouts for washbasins incl. decorative 
tray left/right 500 mm. 
Also available as countertop washbasin with tap hole, (wall connection required).
Model-no. 124550 right.
Model-no. 12465 left. 

 Washbasin incl. decorative tray right or left, 900 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124190 right.
Model-no. 124195 left.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Washbasin, 900 x 485 mm.
Model-no. 124090 with tap hole.
Model-no. 124093 without tap hole. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 890 mm, siphon cutout centre. 

 Wash-down WC combination, rimfree, 
6 l, fl oor-standing, outlet Multi, 
375 x 830 x 640 mm, Model-no. 203400. 
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 229420. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574130.

Wash-down WC, back-to-wall, 6 l, 
fl oor standing, 355 x 560 mm,
model-no. 214010.

Bidet, back-to-wall, fl oor standing, 
modell-no. 234050.

Pareo urinal, 300 x 265 mm, 
Model-no. 236100.
Pareo urinal lid, Model-no. 573410.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 
matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 
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 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
595 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840260 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840261 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840262 platinum high gloss varnised.
Model-no. 841260 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841261 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841262 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with washbasins 600 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handles chrome-
plated, 595 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840360 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840361 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840362 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841360 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841361 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841362 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with washbasins 600 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout left, 1 drawer, 
handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840490 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840491 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840492 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841490 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841491 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841492 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasin incl. decorative tray left 
500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
740 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840275 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840276 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840277 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841275 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841276 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841277 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasin with/without tap hole
750 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handles chrome-
plated, 740 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840375 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840376 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840377 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841375 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841376 lava mat varnished.   
Model-no. 841377 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasin 750 mm and side 
cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout right, 1 drawer, 
handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840590 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840591 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840592 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841590 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841591 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841592 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with washbasin incl. decorative tray right 
500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit for double washbasin, 2 drawers, 
handles chrome-plated, 1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840220 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840221 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840222 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841220 alpine mat varnished.   
Model-no. 841221 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841222 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with double washbasin 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit for double washbasin, 
4 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840520 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840521 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840522 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841520 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841521 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841522 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with double washbasin 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, 2 siphon cutouts left/right, 
2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840320 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840321 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840322 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841320 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841321 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841322 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with 2 washbasins incl. decorative tray 
left/right 500 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Alpine
high gloss
varnished

 Alpine
mat

varnished

 Burgundy
high gloss
varnished

Lava
mat 

varnished

 Platinum
high gloss
varnished

Oak nature
wooden 
structure

Furniture (moisture resistant)

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer
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 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 890 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840290 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840291 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840292 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841290 alpine mat varnished.   
Model-no. 841291 lava mat varnished.   
Model-no. 841292 oak nature wooden structure.  
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm, washbasins with decorative tray 900 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 890 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840390 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840391 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840392 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841390 alpine mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841391 lava mat varnished. 
Model-no. 841392 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm, washbasins with decorative tray 900 mm and side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 240 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840120 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840121 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840122 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841120 alpine mat varnished.   
Model-no. 841121 lava mat varnished. 
Model-no. 841122 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasins with/without tap holes 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

 Washbasin vanity unit, siphon cutout centre, 4 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
1190 x 620 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840420 alpine high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840421 burgundy high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 840422 platinum high gloss varnised. 
Model-no. 841420 alpine mat varnished. 
Model-no. 841421 lava mat varnished.  
Model-no. 841422 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasins with/without tap holes 1200 mm and 
side cabinets 450 mm. 

The following Keramag bathroom accessories are available as options: 
towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED light strips and magnetic holder, page 191.
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 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/19 W/4000 K, 
warm white, 368 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, energy class A, 600 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840760. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/30 W/4000 K, 
warm white, 568 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, energy class A, 900 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840790. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Shelf, 600 x 50 x 165 mm.
Model-no. 840960 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840961 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840962 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841960 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841961 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841962 oak nature wooden structure. 

 Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/40 W/4000 K, 
warm white, 768 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, 
protection class 2, energy class A, 1200 x 750 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840720. 
Strip light adjustable for left or right before mounting.

 Shelf, 900 x 50 x 165 cm.
Model-no. 840990 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840991 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840992 platinum high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 841990 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841991 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841992 oak nature wooden structure.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, stopper right/left, 
handle chrome-plated, 1 fi xed shelf, 4 shelves, 
360 x 1800 x 292 mm. 
Model-no. 840000 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840001 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840002 platinum high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 841000 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841001 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841002 oak nature wooden structure.

 Cabinet with mirror, 1 mirror door, stopper right/left, 
handle chrome-plated, 2 fi xed shelves, 2 shelves, 
360 x 1500 x 292 mm. 
Model-no. 840150 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840151 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840152 platinum high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 841150 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841151 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841152 oak nature wooden structure.
 Combinable with side cabinets 890 mm.

 Side cabinet, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
890 x 472 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840090 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840091 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840092 platinum high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 841090 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841091 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841092 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with cabinets with mirror.

 Side cabinet, 2 drawers, handles chrome-plated, 
450 x 600 x 477 mm. 
Model-no. 840045 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840046 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840047 platinum high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 841045 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841046 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841047 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units.

 Alpine
high gloss
varnished

 Alpine
mat

varnished

 Burgundy
high gloss
varnished

Lava
mat 

varnished

 Platinum
high gloss
varnished

Oak nature 
wooden 
structure

Furniture (moisture resistant)

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Acrylic
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 Square shower tray, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

 Round corner shower tray, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

 Neck support, Model-no. 590440 white.
Combinable with rectangular bathtubs.

 Oval bathtub, depth 450 mm, 1800 x 850 mm, 
Model-no. 650400.

 Rectangular bathtub, with drain at foot area, 
depth 450 mm, 1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support.

 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support.

Perfect in combination:
• the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED battery module and magnetic holder, page 191.

 Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Washbasin, 600 x 475 mm, Model-no. 223460. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, pedestal or washbasin 
vanity units.

 Hand-rinse basin.
360 x 290 mm, Model-no. 273436. 
450 x 330 mm, Model-no. 273445. 
Hand-rinse basin 450 mm combinable 
with vanity unit.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm,
Model-no. 233450.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 530 mm, 
Model-no. 203460. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Wash-down WC, short, 4,5/6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 490 mm, Model-no. 203430. 
WC seat, Model-no. 574400.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 574410.

 Washbasin.
650 x 475 mm, Model-no. 223465. 
700 x 475 mm, Model-no. 123470. 
Combinable with pedestal, Model-no. 298400, 
half-pedestal or washbasin vanity units.

 Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 
337 mm, Model-no. 273483. 

 Washbasin, 800 x 475 mm, Model-no. 123480. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298410, 
pedestal or washbasin vanity units.

 Shelf, 445 x 75 x 140 mm, in ceramic, 
Model-no. 298444.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door with mirror, door 
stopper right/left, shelves, body white, 
inside white, 400 x 1697 x 388 mm, 
Model-no. 804000.

Kerafi x  Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer
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 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, 
door stopper right/left, 1 fi xed shelf, 
300 x 485 x 263 mm.
Model-no. 804045 body white varnished/front white mat.
Model-no. 804046 body/front white high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 450 mm.

 Cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 shelf, 
body white varnished, 400 x 435 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804240 white mat.
Model-no. 804244 white mat, motif white high gloss.
Model-no. 804245 body/front white high gloss 
varnished.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 400 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570040.

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 insert drawer, 
body white varnished, 400 x 465 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804140 white mat.
Model-no. 804144 white mat, motif white high gloss.
Model-no. 804145 body/front white high gloss 
varnished.
Combinable with washbasins 600 · 650 · 700 mm.

 Cabinet, 2 doors, 1 shelf, body white varnished, 
800 x 435 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804280 white mat.
Model-no. 804284 white mat, motif white high gloss.
Model-no. 804285 body/front white high gloss 
varnished.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 800 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570080.

 Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, 1 insert drawer, 
body white varnised, 600 x 465 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804160 white mat.
Model-no. 804164 white mat, motif white high gloss.
Model-no. 804165 body/front white high gloss 
varnished.
Combinable with washbasin 800 mm.

 Cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 insert drawer, lockable, 1 fi xed shelf, body white 
varnished, 400 x 860 x 388 mm.
Model-no. 804040 white mat.
Model-no. 804044 white mat, motif white high gloss.
Model-no. 804045 body/front white high gloss 
varnished.
Combinable with cover plate in glass, underside white 
varnished, 400 x 388 mm, Model-no. 570040.

 White
varnished

(body)

 White 
high gloss
varnished 

(body/front)

 White mat 
(front)

 White mat,
motif white
high gloss 

(front)

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics Furniture (moisture resistant)

 Direction of motives

 Door hinge right
(recommendation)

 Door hinge left

Perfect in combination:
•  the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, 

page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

LED battery module  and magnetic holder, page 191.
•  quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 

matching Keramag System WC fl ush plates, from page 38.
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Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

Dual fl ushSoft closing
mechanism
WC seat

Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 205500.
WC seat, Model-no. 571500.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571510.

Wash-down WC, rimfree, 6 l, wall-hung, 
350 x 540 mm, Model-no. 205560.
WC seat, Model-no. 571500.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571510.

Wash-down WC, back-to-wall, 6 l, fl oor standing, 
Model-no. 210510.
WC seat, Model-no. 571500.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571510.

Washbasin with tap hole, with overfl ow,
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 120560.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 568 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handle chrome-
plated, 568 x 625 x 461 mm.
Model-no. 805060 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 805061 light grey varnished.
Model-no. 805062 vintage oak.
Model-no. 805063 elm light.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm.

Washbasin with tap hole, with overfl ow, 
900 x 480 mm. Model-no. 120590.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 868 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handle chrome-
plated, 868 x 625 x 461 mm.
Model-no. 805090 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 805091 light grey varnished.
Model-no. 805092 vintage oak.
Model-no. 805093 elm light.
Combinable with washbasins 900 mm.

Washbasin without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
900 x 480 mm. Model-no. 120593.
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 868 mm.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 drawers, handle chrome-
plated, 1168 x 625 x 461 mm.
Model-no. 805120 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 805121 light grey varnished.
Model-no. 805122 vintage oak.
Model-no. 805123 elm light.
Combinable with washbasins 1200 mm.

Self-closing
mechanism 

drawer
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Wash-down WC combination, 3 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, 
350 x 540 mm, Model-no. 200520.
Ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 3 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 227520.
WC seat, Model-no. 571500.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 571510.

Bidet, fl oor-standing, 350 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 230510.

White 
high gloss 
varnished

Light grey
varnished

Vintage oak Elm light

Furniture (moisture resistant)

White (Alpine) 
No. 000

Ceramic

Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 235500.

Washbasin with 2 tap holes, with overfl ow, 
1200 x 480 mm, Model-no. 120520. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1168 mm.

Washbasin without tap holes, with overfl ow, 
1200 x 480 mm, Model-no. 120523. 
Combinable with washbasin vanity units 1168 mm.

Hand-rinse basin with tap hole, with overfl ow, 
450 x 360 mm, Model-no. 120545.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 450 mm, 1 door, 
handle chrome-plated, 434 x 625 x 349 mm.
Model-no. 805040 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 805041 light grey varnished.
Model-no. 805042 vintage oak.
Model-no. 805043 elm light.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin.

Tall cabinet, 1 door with mirror inside, door hinge right/left, 
handle chrome-plated, 2 fi xed shelves, 4 adjustable glass 
shelves, 360 x 1800 x 295 mm.
Model-no. 805000 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 805001 light grey varnished.
Model-no. 805002 vintage oak.
Model-no. 805003 elm light.Combinable with hand rinse 

Perfect in combination:
• the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED light strips and magnetic 
holder, page 191.

•  quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and matching Keramag System 
WC fl ush plates, from page 38.
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 Washbasin, 550 x 450 mm, Model-no. 223055.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. siphon trim, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 400 x 450 x 260 mm, body white.
Model-no. 800540 white high gloss.
Model-no. 800542 wenge décor high gloss.
Combinable with hand-rinse basins with siphon trim, 450 · 500 mm.

 Side cabinet with cover plate of satinised glass, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 shelf, 
1 drawer, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 300 x 630 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880010 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880012 wenge décor high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit incl. siphon trim, 1 door, door stopper right/left,
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 530 x 450 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 800550 white high gloss.
Model-no. 800552 wenge décor high gloss.
Combinable with washbasins with siphon trim, 550 · 600 · 650 · 700 mm. 

 Furniture washbasin, 650 x 490 mm, Model-no. 220665.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors,  
2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 600 x 590 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880065 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880067 wenge décor high gloss.

 Washbasin. 
600 x 490 mm, Model-no. 223060.
650 x 510 mm, Model-no. 223065.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Washbasin, 700 x 530 mm, Model-no. 223070. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290520 or 
washbasin vanity units incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

Kerafi x  White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Wenge
décor 

high gloss
(front)

 Furniture

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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 Hand-rinse basin, 400 x 300 mm,
Model-no. 273040.

 Furniture hand-rinse basin, 450 x 340 mm, Model-no. 270645. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 
1 handle, chrome-plated/polished, 400 x 590 x 220 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880045 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880047 wenge décor high gloss.

 Furniture washbasin, 600 x 470 mm, Model-no. 220660.
Combinable with half-pedestal or washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors, 
2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 550 x 590 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880060 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880062 wenge décor high gloss.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, door stopper right/left, 1 handle, chrome-plated/polished, 
2 attached shelves, 2 shelves, 300 x 1730 x 310 mm, body white.
Model-no. 880000 white high gloss.
Model-no. 880002 wenge décor high gloss.

 Hand-rinse basin. 
450 x 340 mm, Model-no. 273045.
500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 273050.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 290530 
or hand-rinse basin vanity unit incl. siphon trim.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Shelf Coppelia.
500 mm, Model-no. 299250.
600 mm, Model-no. 299260.

Perfect in combination:
•  the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror 

cabinets, page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

LED battery module and magnetic holder, page 191.
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 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 765 x 640 mm, 
Model-no. 203800.
Alternatively with ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 
3 l/6 l, Model-no. 227750 or plastic cistern 6 l, 
Model-no. 521030. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203040.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Square shower tray, depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652280.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652290.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 540 mm, Model-no. 203050.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203140.
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Rectangular shower tray, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 750 mm, Model-no. 652250.

 Round cornered shower tray, 
depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652200.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652210.
Combinable with matching panel.

 Pentagonal shower tray, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652220.

 Wash-down WC combination, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 765 x 670 mm, 
Model-no. 203811.
Alternatively with ceramic cistern with dual fl ush 
3 l/6 l, Model-no. 227750 or plastic cistern 6 l, 
Model-no. 521030. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 690 mm, 
Model-no. 201011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat, Model-no. 572165.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Dual fl ush  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics/Acrylic
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 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm.
1600 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657360.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 657370.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm,  
Model-no. 213010. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtub, right, 1500 x 1000 mm, 
depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657350.

 Asymmetrical corner bathtub, left, 1500 x 1000 mm, 
depth 440 mm, Model-no. 657340.

 Bidet, wall-hung, 350 x 550 mm, Model-no. 233040.  Bidet, fl oor-standing, 350 x 410 x 510 mm, 
Model-no. 233010.

 Rectangular bathtub, depth 450 mm. 
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657380.
1900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657390.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 675 mm, 
Model-no. 213011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

 Wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, free inlet, 
horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm, 
Model-no. 203010.
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1:
Model-no. 573015. 
Model-no. 573025 with soft closing mechanism.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and matching 
Keramag System WC fl ush plates, from page 38.

Keramag recommends shower enclosures from Koralle.
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 Bidet, wall-hung, 360 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 232150.

 Urinal with urinal lid, water-fl ushed, 
water supply from rear, outlet to rear, 
325 x 300 mm, Model-no. 235120.

 Renova Nr.1 bidet, wall-hung, 
350 x 550 mm, Model-no. 233040.

 Renova Nr.1 bidet, fl oor-standing, 
350 x 410 x 510 mm, 
Model-no. 233010.

 Washbasin, 550 x 440 mm, Model-no. 222255.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 485 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Washbasin, 750 x 480 mm. 
Model-no. 122175 shelf space left. 
Model-no. 122180 shelf space right.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 670 mm.

 Washbasin. 
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 222260.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 222265.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin, 550 x 440 mm, 
Model-no. 225155. 
For wall-mounting.

 Countertop washbasin. 
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225160.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225165.
For wall-mounting.

 Countertop washbasin, 850 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 125185. For wall-mounting.

 Hand-rinse basin, 500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 272150.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292150 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 414 · 410 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin, 450 x 320 mm, Model-no. 272145.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292150 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 394 · 390 mm. 
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Hand-rinse basin, taphole right, 400 x 250 mm, 
Model-no. 272140.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics
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 Undercounter washbasin, without tap hole bench, 
with overfl ow.
460 x 350 mm, Model-no. 242140.
500 x 380 mm, Model-no. 242150.

 Countertop hand-rinse basin, 500 x 380 mm, 
Model-no. 275150.
For wall-mounting.

 Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 
360 x 540 mm, Model-no. 202150.
WC seat, Model-no. 572110.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 572120.
Also available as wash-out WC, 6 l, 
Model-no. 202160.

 Wash-down WC, rimfree, 4,5 l/6 l, 
wall-hung, 360 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 202170.
WC seat, Model-no. 572110.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
Model-no. 572120.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm,  
Model-no. 213010. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, vertical internal outlet, 355 x 875 x 675 mm, 
Model-no. 213011. 
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, 
free inlet, horizontal outlet, 355 x 875 x 705 mm, 
Model-no. 203010.
Combinable with plastic cistern 4,5 l/6 l, 
Model-no. 521031. 
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

  Renova Nr.1 wash-down WC, 
4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203040.
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing 
mechanism.

 Renova Nr.1 wash-out WC, 6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 540 mm, 
Model-no. 203140.
WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan:
Model-no. 573075. 
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing 
mechanism.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 

 Furniture washbasin, 850 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 122185.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 780 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Furniture double washbasin, 1300 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 122130. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
Model-no. 292110 or washbasin vanity units 1200 mm.

 Furniture washbasin, 1000 x 480mm, 
Model-no. 122100.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 292110 
or washbasin vanity units 930 mm.
Various tap hole/overfl ow versions available.

 Countertop washbasin, 1000 x 480 mm,
Model-no. 125100. For wall-mounting.
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 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

Furniture (moisture resistant)

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin 
450 mm, 1 door, door hinge right/left, integrated 
handle strip, 1 shelf, 394 x 586 x 290 mm.
Model-no. 869045 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869046 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869047 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869048 genuine oak dark.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 600 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, integrated handle strip,
526 x 586 x 438 mm. 
Model-no. 869600 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869601 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869602 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869603 genuine oak dark.

  

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 850 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, integrated handle strip, 
776 x 586 x 438 mm.
Model-no. 869850 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869851 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869852 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869853 genuine oak dark.

  

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin  
500 mm, 1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, 
integrated handle strip, 414 x 586 x 345 mm. 
Model-no. 869050 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869051 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869052 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869053 genuine oak dark.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 650 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, integrated handle strip,
576 x 586 x 438 mm.
Model-no. 869650 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869651 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869652 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869653 genuine oak dark.

  

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 1000 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, integrated handle strip, 
926 x 586 x 438 mm.
Model-no. 869100 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869101 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869102 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869103 genuine oak dark.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 550 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, integrated handle strip,  
480 x 586 x 400 mm.
Model-no. 869550 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869551 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869552 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869553 genuine oak dark.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space left 
or right, 750 mm, 1 drawer, 1 inboard drawer, 
integrated handle strip, 676 x 586 x 438 mm. 
Model-no. 869750 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869751 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869752 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869753 genuine oak dark.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture double washbasin 
1300 mm, 2 drawers, 2 inboard drawers, 
integrated handle strips, 1226 x 586 x 438 mm. 
Model-no. 869130 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869131 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869132 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869133 genuine oak dark.

White 
high gloss 
varnished

Lava 
mat 

varnished

Brushed 
elm

Genuine 
oak dark

Perfect in combination:
•  the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, 

page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED light strips, 
LED battery module and magnetic holder, page 191.
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 Tall cabinet, 2 doors, door hinge right/left, 
integrated handle strips, 3 glass shelves, 1 drawer, 
upper door with shelf on the inner surface, 
390 x 1800 x 360 mm.
Model-no. 869000 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869001 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869002 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869003 genuine oak dark.

 Side cabinet, 1 door, door hinge right/left,  
integrated handle strip, 1 glass shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 700 x 360 mm.
Model-no. 869020 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869021 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869022 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869023 genuine oak dark.

Wall cupboard, 1 door with mirror inside, 
door hinge right/left, integrated handle strip, 
2 glass shelves, 390 x 700 x 173 mm.
Model-no. 869010 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869011 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869012 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869013 genuine oak dark.

 Side cabinet, 2 doors, door hinge right/left,  
integrated handle strips, 1 glass shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 1050 x 360 mm.
Model-no. 869030 white high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 869031 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 869032 brushed elm.
Model-no. 869033 genuine oak dark.
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 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin 
450 mm, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle 
chrome-plated/polished, 390 x 463 x 295 mm, 
body white. 
Model-no. 879340 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879343 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879344 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle chrome-plated/
polished, 1 shelf, 530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879050 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879053 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879054 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 850 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
780 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879080 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879083 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879084 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 1000 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 inboard drawer, 930 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879110 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879113 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879114 ruby high gloss.

 Hand-rinse basin vanity unit for hand-rinse basin 
500 mm, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle 
chrome-plated/polished, 410 x 463 x 350 mm, 
body white. 
Model-no. 879350 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879353 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879354 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879060 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879063 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879064 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 850 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 insert drawer, 780 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879090 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879093 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879094 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture double washbasin 
1300 mm, 2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 
2 shelves, open case with separated shelf,
1200 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879230 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879233 wenge décor high gloss. 
Model-no. 879234 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 550 mm, 1 door, 
door hinge right/left, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
485 x 463 x 410 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879150 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879153 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879154 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasins 600 · 650 mm, 
1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 inboard drawer, 530 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879070 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879073 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879074 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture washbasin 1000 mm, 
2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 
930 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879100 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879103 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879104 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for furniture double washbasin 
1300 mm, 2 drawers, 2 handles chrome-plated/
polished, 2 inboard drawers, open case with separated 
shelf, 1200 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879240 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879243 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879244 ruby high gloss.
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 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin 550 mm, 1 drawer, 
1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 1 inboard drawer, 
485 x 463 x 410 mm, body white. 
Model-no. 879170 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879173 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879174 ruby high gloss.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space 
left or right, 750 mm, 2 doors, 2 handles chrome-plated/
polished, 1 shelf, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879140 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879143 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879144 ruby high gloss.

 Side cabinet, 1 door, door hinge left, 2 handles 
chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 1130 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879010 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879013 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879014 ruby high gloss.
Optional with cover plate in satined glass, 
Model-no. 573200.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space left, 
750 mm, 1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 inboard drawer, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879120 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879123 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879124 ruby high gloss.

 Side cabinet, 1 door, door hinge right, 2 handles 
chrome-plated/polished, 1 shelf, 1 drawer, 
390 x 1130 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879020 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879023 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879024 ruby high gloss.
Optional with cover plate in satined glass, 
Model-no. 573200.

 Washbasin vanity unit for washbasin shelf space right, 
750 mm, 1 drawer, 1 handle chrome-plated/polished, 
1 inboard drawer, 670 x 463 x 445 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879130 white high gloss.
Model-no. 879133 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879134 ruby high gloss.

 Tall cabinet, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle 
chrome-plated/polished, 2 shelf, 2 insert drawers, 
390 x 1730 x 360 mm, body white.
Model-no. 879000 white high gloss. 
Model-no. 879003 wenge décor high gloss.
Model-no. 879004 ruby high gloss.

 Self-closing 
mechanism

drawer

 White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Wenge 
décor

high gloss
(front)

Ruby 
high gloss

(front)

Furniture (moisture resistant)

Perfect in combination:
•  the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and mirror cabinets, 

page 116.
•  Keramag bathroom accessories as option: 

towel rail round/square, insert for drawers, LED light strips, 
LED battery module and magnetic holder, page 191.
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Washbasin, shelf space right, 650 x 370 mm, model-no. 226165.
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units incl. 
towel rail right, 590 mm.

Washbasin, shelf space left, 650 x 370 mm, model-no. 226265. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units incl. 
towel rail left, 590 mm.

Kerafi x

Hand-rinse basin, tap hole right, 500 x 250 mm, 
model-no. 276150. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl. 
towel rail left, 448 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, shelf space right, tap hole right, 
500 x 250 mm, model-no. 276250. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl.
towel rail left, 448 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, shelf space left, tap hole left, 
500 x 250 mm, model-no. 276350. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units incl.
towel rail right, 448 mm.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 4,5 litre fl ush  Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics/Acrylic

Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 350 x 485 mm, 
model-no. 206145.
WC seat, model-no. 572180.
WC seat with soft closing mechanism, 
model-no. 572120.

   Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 500 mm, 
model-no. 226150. 
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin vanity units 
with side length 482 mm.

   Corner hand-rinse basin, side length 320 mm, 
model-no. 276132. 
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin vanity units 
with side length 300 mm.
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RENOVA NR.1 COMPRIMO

Washbasin, 600 x 370 mm, model-no. 226160. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units 549 mm.

Washbasin, 550 x 370 mm, model-no. 226155. Combinable with half-pedestal, 
model-no. 296250 or washbasin vanity units 500 mm.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and matching 
WC fl ush plates from page 38. 

Hand-rinse basin, 450 x 340 mm, model-no. 276145. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, model-no. 296250 
or hand-rinse basin vanity units 399 mm.

   Hand-rinse basin, asymmetrical, tap hole right, 
400 x 250 mm, model-no. 276140. 
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 348 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, asymmetrical, tap hole left, 
400 x 250 mm, model-no. 276240.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin vanity units 348 mm.

Wash-down WC, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 355 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 203245.

WC seat Renova Nr.1 Plan: 
Model-no. 573075.
Model-no. 573085 with soft closing mechanism.

Space saving bathtub, right, 1600 x 750/500 mm, 
depth 420 mm, Model-no. 657260.

Space saving bathtub, left, 1600 x 750/500 mm, 
depth 420 mm, Model-no. 657261.
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Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail left, 1 door, door hinge right, 1 handle, 
590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862265 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862266 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space left, model-no. 226265.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail right, 1 door, door hinge left, 1 handle, 
590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862065 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862066 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space right, model-no. 226165.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Furniture (moisture resistant)

Light grey
high gloss
varnished

(front)

Light grey
mat

varnished
(body)

White
high gloss
varnished

(front)

White
mat

varnished
(body)

Perfect in combination:
 the wide range of Option illuminated mirrors and 
mirror cabinets, page 116.

Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail left, 1 door, door hinge right, 1 handle, 
590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862265 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862266 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space left, model-no. 226265.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit incl. towel rail right, 1 door, door hinge left, 1 handle, 
590 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862065 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862066 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 650 mm with shelf space right, model-no. 226165.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

   Corner hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 2 doors, 2 handles, 
425 x 604 mm, side length 305 mm.
Model-no. 862132 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862133 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin 320 mm, model-no. 276132.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

   Corner hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 2 doors, 2 handles, 
690 x 604 mm, side length 482 mm.
Model-no. 862150 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862151 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with corner hand-rinse basin 500 mm, model-no. 226150.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.
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Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle, 
549 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862060 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862061 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm, model-no. 226160.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle, 
500 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862055 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862056 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 550 mm, model-no. 226155.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Illumintated mirror element with switch, T5/8W, 
6400 K/260 lm, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A+, 400 x 800 x 35 mm, 
model-no. 862340.

Illumintated mirror element with switch, T5/8W, 
6400 K/260 lm, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A+, 500 x 650 x 35 mm, 
model-no. 862350.

Illumintated mirror element with switch, T5/8W, 
6400 K/260 lm, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A+, 600 x 650 x 35 mm, 
model-no. 862360.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle, 
549 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862060 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862061 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 600 mm, model-no. 226160.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right/left, 1 handle, 
500 x 604 x 337 mm.
Model-no. 862055 white high gloss varnished/mat.
Model-no. 862056 light grey high gloss varnished/mat.
Combinable with washbasin 550 mm, model-no. 226155.
Furniture feet (2 pieces) optionally available, model-no. 500550 aluminium mat.
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FIDELIO/ICON XS

FIDELIO

ICON XS

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Covered 
wall fi xing

PlugFix

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

4,5 litre fl ush

Washbasin vanity unit, 1 drawer, handle chrome-plated, 
520 x 420 x 308 mm. 
Model-no. 840052 alpine high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840053 burgundy high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840054 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841052 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841053 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841054 oak nature wooden structure. 
Combinable with washbasins 530 mm and side unit.

Hand-rinse basin vanity unit, 1 door, door hinge right, 
handle chrome-plated, 370 x 420 x 280 mm. 
Model-no. 840037 alpine high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840038 burgundy high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840039 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841037 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841038 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841039 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with hand-rinse basin 380 mm and side unit.

Washbasin, without overfl ow, 530 x 310 mm.
Model-no. 124153 shelf space left.
Model-no. 124053 shelf space right.
With shaft valve with domed cover cap.
Combinable with vanity units 520 mm.

Side unit, with plexiglass box in black, 
370 x 400 x 273 mm. 
Model-no. 840237 alpine high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840238 burgundy high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840239 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841237 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841238 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841239 oak nature wooden structure.
Only in combination with washbasin vanity units 
520 mm.

Hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 380 x 280 mm. 
Model-no. 124836 with tap hole left.
Model-no. 124736 with tap hole right.
With shaft valve with domed cover cap.
Combinable with vanity units for hand-rinse basins 
370 mm.

Side unit, with plexiglass box in black, 
370 x 400 x 245 mm. 
Model-no. 840137 alpine high gloss varnished. 
Model-no. 840138 burgundy high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840139 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841137 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841138 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841139 oak nature wooden structure. 
Only in combination with hand-rinse basins vanity units 
370 mm.

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and matching 
Keramag System WC fl ush plates, from page 38.

 Fidelio  corner hand-rinse basin, 
side length 270 mm, Model-no. 274025.

  Fidelio  hand-rinse basin, 
370 x 250 mm.
Model-no. 274036 tap hole right.
Model-no. 274037 without tap hole.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 Keramag recommends: WCs of the range Renova Nr.1 
Comprimo and accessories from the Plan range by Keuco. 
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ICON XS

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 Alpine
high gloss
varnished

 Alpine
mat

varnished

 Burgundy
high gloss
varnished

Lava 
mat

varnished

 Platinum
high gloss
varnished

Oak nature 
wooden 
structure

Furniture (moisture resistant)

Shelf with mirror, 280 x 1200 x 140 mm. 
Model-no. 840028 alpine high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840029 burgundy high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840030 platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841028 alpine mat varnished.
Model-no. 841029 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841030 oak nature wooden structure.
Combinable with side units or free placeable in the room.

Illuminated mirror element, LED 12 V/12 W/4000 K, 
234 lm, 230 V, ~ 50 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
energy class A, 370 x 1100 x 45 mm, 
Model-no. 840537. 

Corner hand-rinse basin, without overfl ow, 
length of side 330 mm, Model-no. 124729.
With shaft valve with domed cover cap.

Wash-down WC, short, 4,5 l/6 l, wall-hung, 
355 x 490 mm, Model-no. 204030.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft-closing mechanisme, 
Model-no. 574130.

Wash-down WC, short, rimfree, 4,5 l/6 l, 
wall-hung, 355 x 490 mm, Model-no. 204030.
WC seat, Model-no. 574120.
WC seat with soft-closing mechanisme, 
Model-no. 574130.

Shelf, 370 mm. 
Model-no. 840337  alpine high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840338  burgundy high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 840339  platinum high gloss varnished.
Model-no. 841337  alpine mat varnished. 
Model-no. 841338 lava mat varnished.
Model-no. 841339 oak nature wooden structure.
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OPTION

Cabinet with mirror PLUS, with integrated LED-light, 
washbasin light, 2 doors mirrored on both sides, 
1 inside with mirror surface, 2 adjustable glass shelves 
(transparent grey), 1 electric socket with USB-connection, 
1 light-touch-sensor-switch, 1 magnet holder, 1 cosmetic 
mirror (with enlargement). Max. 18,85 Watt, 
230 V, 50 Hz, 4100 K, 1530 lm (above)/935 lumen 
(below), IP44, safety class 2, energy class A++, 
600 x 700 x 150 mm, Model-no. 800361.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 2 x 24 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 600 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800460.

Cabinet with mirror PLUS, with integrated LED-light, 
washbasin light, 3 doors mirrored on both sides, 
1 inside with mirror surface, 6 adjustable glass shelves 
(transparent grey), 1 electric socket with USB-connection, 
1 light-touch-sensor-switch, 1 magnet holder, 1 cosmetic 
mirror (with enlargement). Max. 26,65 Watt, 
230 V, 50 Hz, 4100 K, 2040 lm (above)/1445 lumen 
(below), IP44, safety class 2, energy class A++, 
900 x 700 x 150 mm, Model-no. 800391.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 2 x 24 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 700 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800470.

Cabinet with mirror PLUS, with integrated LED-light, 
washbasin light, 3 doors mirrored on both sides,1 inner 
mirror face, 6 adjustable glass shelves (transparent 
grey), 2 electric sockets with USB-connection, 1 light-
touch-sensor-switch, 1 magnet holder, 1 cosmetic mirror 
(with enlargement). Max. 34,45 Watt, 230 V, 
50 Hz, 4100 K, 2550 lm (above)/1955 lumen (below), 
IP44, safety class 2, energy class A++, 
1200 x 700 x 150 mm, Model-no. 800321.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 2 x 24 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 800 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800480.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 2 x 24 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 900 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800490.

Cabinet with mirror, with integrated LED-light, 
washbasin light, 2 doors mirrored on both sides, 
2 adjustable glass shelves, 1 electric socket, 
1 light-touch-sensor-switch. Max. 14,95 Watt, 230 V, 
50 Hz, 4100 K, 1020 lm (above)/935 lumen (below), 
IP44, safety class 2, energy class A++, 
600 x 700 x 150 mm, Model-no. 800360.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 21 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 1000 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800400.

Cabinet with mirror, with integrated LED-light, 
washbasin light, 2 doors mirrored on both sides, 
2 adjustable glass shelves, 1 electric socket, 
1 light-touch-sensor-switch. Max. 22,75 Watt, 230 V, 
50 Hz, 4100 K, 1530 lm (above)/1445 lumen (below), 
IP44, safety class 2, energy class A++, 
900 x 700 x 150 mm, Model-no. 800390.

Illumated mirror element, with integrated switch, 
T5, 21 W, 4000 K, 230 V, ~50 Hz, IP 44, 
safety class 2, energy class A, 1200 x 650 x 36 mm, 
Model-no. 800420.
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BATHROOM ACCESSORIES

LED-strip light, 4000 K, IP21, energy class A++, 
for universal use.
410 mm, max. 3,5 W, 392 lm, Model-no. 501410.
480 mm, max. 4 W, 448 lm, Model-no. 501480.
535 mm, max. 4,5 W, 504 lm, Model-no. 501535.
635 mm, max. 5,5 W, 616 lm, Model-no. 501635.
735 mm, max. 6,5 W, 728 lm, Model-no. 501725.
825 mm, max. 7,5 W, 840 lm, Model-no. 501825.
885 mm, max. 8 W, 898 lm, Model-no. 501885.
(Please pay attention to the power connection.)

Towel rail, rectangular, 400 x 10 x 40 mm, metal chrome-plated,
incl. fi xing screws, Model-no. 510040.

Drawer inlet B, 323 x 68 x 150 mm, light grey, 
Material: MDF, surface: varnish, Model-no. 501010.

Towel rail, round, 400 x 10 x 40 mm, metal chrome-plated,
incl. fi xing screws, Model-no. 510140.

Drawer inlet A, 323 x 68 x 230 mm, light grey, 
Material: MDF, surface: varnish, Model-no. 501000. 

LED-battery module for high cabinets,.6 LEDs, 0,5 W, 5 V, 4000 K, 
energy class A-A++, 85 x 10 x 102 mm, Model-no. 501500.

Magnet holder, self-sticking, 100 x 5 x 20 mm, aluminium anodized, 
for all vanity units, side and tall cabinets, Model-no. 510010. 

LED-strip lights, 4000 K, IP21, energy class A++, 
for universal use.
440 mm, (1 pair), max. 2 x 4 W, 896 lm, Model-no. 501470.
550 mm, (1 pair), max. 2 x 4,75 W, 1064 lm, Model-no. 501550.
(Please pay attention to the power connection.)
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it!, page 158

iCon, page 166

4U, page 171

Renova Nr.1, page 174

Renova Nr.1 Plan page 180

iCon xs, page 188 Renova Nr.1 Comfort, page 200
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 Felino furniture washbasin,1000 x 500 mm, 
Model-no. 124100.

 Felino  furniture washbasin, 800 x 500 mm, 
Model-no. 124180. 

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics

Smyle, page 172

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo, page 186

FURNITURE COMBINATIONS
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 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 White (Alpin)
No. 016

Varicor®

 Preciosa  countertop washbasin without tap hole, 
with overfl ow, Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248000.

iCon   countertop washbasin, with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, 750 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124575.
For wall-mounting.
 

iCon  countertop washbasin, with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, incl. decorative dish on the left, 
500 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124650.
For wall-mounting.

 iCon countertop washbasin, with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, incl. decorative dish on the right, 
500 x 485 mm, Model-no. 124550.
For wall-mounting.

iCon  countertop washbasin with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, 600 x 485 mm Model-no. 124560.
For wall-mounting.
 

  Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin, 
with tap hole, with overfl ow, 1000 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 125100. 
For wall-mounting.

  Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin, 
with tap hole, with overfl ow. 
550 x 440 mm, Model-no. 225155.
600 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225160.
650 x 480 mm, Model-no. 225165.
For wall-mounting.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop hand-rinse basin, 
with tap hole, with overfl ow, 500 x 380 mm, 
Model-no. 275150.
For wall-mounting.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  countertop washbasin, 
with tap hole, with overfl ow, 850 x 480 mm, 
Model-no. 125185. 
For wall-mounting.

You can fi nd information about the countertop washbasins 
citterio and Silk in the journal part „Keramag Design“.
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 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with small cover plate, without overfl ow, 
Ø 474 mm, Model-no. 406474.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with small cover plate, without overfl ow, 
574 x 394 mm, Model-no. 406574.

 Futura  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, with tap hole, 
with overfl ow, 600 x 540 mm, Model-no. 404160.

 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, Ø 474 mm, 
Model-no. 405474.
Available with shaft valve with domed cover cap.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, 574 x 394 mm, 
Model-no. 405574.
Available with shaft valve with domed cover cap.

 Rondo  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, without tap 
hole, without overfl ow, Ø 480 mm, Model-no. 404048.
Available with shaft valve with domed cover cap. 

 Washtop R classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, Ø 474 mm, 
Model-no. 405474.
Combined with Washtop Design cover plate, big,
Ø 353 mm, Model-no. 405348.

 Washtop E classic  countertop washbasin of Varicor®, 
with standard outlet, without overfl ow, 574 x 394 mm, 
Model-no. 405574.
Combined with Washtop Design cover plate, big,
446 x 266 mm, Model-no. 405446.

 COUNTERTOP WASHBASINS
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 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

 Preciosa   insert washbasin, 
Ø 500 mm, Model-no. 248100. 

 Preciosa  insert washbasin, 
without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 460 mm, Model-no. 248120.

 Preciosa insert washbasin, 
Ø 420 mm, Model-no. 248110.

 Scarlet 2 insert washbasin, 
560 x 475 mm, Model-no. 245600.

 Fontange 1  undercounter washbasin, 
500 x 355 mm, Model-no. 243000.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  undercounter 
washbasin, without tap hole bench, 
with overfl ow, 460 x 350 mm, 
Model-no. 242140.

Refl ex  undercounter wash basin, 
550 x 465 mm.
Model-no. 241755, without logo.
Model-no. 241757 with logo.
Ground, for fi tting from below.

 Preciosa  undercounter washbasin 
without tap hole, with overfl ow, 
Ø 380 mm, Model-no. 248220.

Refl ex  undercounter wash basin, 
465 x 370 mm.
Model-no. 241746, without logo.
Model-no. 241747 with logo.
Ground, for fi tting from below.

 Renova Nr. 1 Plan  undercounter 
washbasin, without tap hole bench, 
with overfl ow, 500 x 380 mm, 
Model-no. 242150.

 INSERT/ UNDERCOUNTER WASHBASINS

You can fi nd information about the myDay insert washbasin in the journal part „Keramag Design“.
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AGILO/PRIVO

Agilo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 700 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402070 without cut-outs.

Agilo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 700 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402170 with cut-outs.

Privo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 600 x 550 mm,
model no. 402160 with cut-outs. 

Privo wash basin made from Varicor®, 
without overfl ow, wheelchair-accessible, 
DIN 18040, 600 x 550 mm, 
model no. 402060 without cut-outs. 

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Varicor®
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Washbasin, with tap hole, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, Model-no. 128555.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, with tap hole, with overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128660.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, Model-no. 128556.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128661.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, with tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18024 part 2, DIN 18025 part 1+2, two levels for water inside, 550 x 525 mm, 
Model-no. 128557.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510.

Washbasin, with tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, 
two levels for water inside, 600 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128662.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Kerafi x  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

 Ceramics
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RENOVA NR.1 COMFORT

Washbasin, with tap hole, with overfl ow, accessible 
by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 
650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128665.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or 
washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, without tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, 
DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128666.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, with tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible by wheelchair, DIN 18040, 
two levels for water inside, 650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128667.
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or washbasin vanity units 530 mm.

Washbasin, with tap hole, with overfl ow, accessible 
by wheelchair, DIN 18040, two levels for water inside, 
750 x 550 mm, Model-no. 128575. 
Combinable with half-pedestal, Model-no. 298510 or 
washbasin vanity units 650 mm.

Washbasin, with tap hole, with overfl ow, accessible 
by wheelchair.
550  550 mm, Model-no. 258555.
650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 258565.

Washbasin, with tap hole, without overfl ow, accessible 
by wheelchair.
550  550 mm, Model-no. 258557.
650 x 550 mm, Model-no. 258567.
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Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 27 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
energy class A, 550 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808655.

Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 27 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
energy class A, 650 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808665.

Iluminated mirror element, power-LED 27 W, 
220-240 V, 50-60 Hz, IP 44, protection class 2, 
energy class A, 750 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 808675.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors with soft-closing mechanism and 2 handles, 
aluminium anodized, body/front white mat varnished, 530 x 620 x 525 mm.
Model-no. 808530 decorative trim graphite mat.
Model-no. 808531 decorative trim caramel mat.
Combinable with washbasins 600 ∙ 650 mm.
Optional: towel rail/handle for right or left side of the cabinet,
Model-no. 538500 aluminium anodized.

Stool, mobile, with storage space and hinged seat as well as castors, that stop 
under load, adjustable in two heights, body/front white mat varnished, cushion white,
450 x 435/495 x 380 mm, Model-no. 808500.

Washbasin vanity unit, 2 doors with soft-closing mechanism and 2 handles, 
aluminium anodized, body/front white mat varnished, 650 x 620 x 525 mm.
Model-no. 808565 decorative trim graphite mat.
Model-no. 808566 decorative trim caramel mat.
Combinable with washbasin 750 mm.
Optional: towel rail/handle for right or left side of the cabinet,
Model-no. 538500 aluminium anodized.
Bottom/shelf set (2 pcs.) with cutout for a good accessibility by wheelchair,
620 mm, white, Model-no. 808620.

Side cabinet, stackable, door with soft-closing mechanism and 1 handle, 
door stopper right/left, body/front white mat varnished, 270 x 550 x 300 mm, 
Model-no. 808527.
Stackable:
twice for midi cabinet (2 cabinets/2 cover plates)
triple for tall cabinet (3 cabinets/3 cover plates)
Combinable with cover plate, 270 x 50 x 300 mm.
Model-no. 808627 graphite mat.
Model-no. 808628 caramel mat.

 Floor 
clearance 
≥ 60 mm

 Soft closing
mechanism
WC seat

 Comfortable 
width

 Comfortable 
seat height 
≥ 30 mm

 Concealed 
fl oor fi xing
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RENOVA NR.1 COMFORT

Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, projection 550 mm, Model-no. 208530.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge.
Model-no. 572820 with stainless steel hinge with soft-closing mechanism.
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

Wash-down WC, 6l, wall-hung, DIN 18040, comfortable projection 700 mm, 
width 355 mm, Model-no. 208520.
WC seat ring, with continuous stainless steel hinge, Model-no. 578510.

Wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal outlet, DIN 18040, comfortable seat 
height ceramic 460 mm, comfortable width 390 mm, with bevelled edge to avoid 
slipping of the WC seat, Model-no. 218500.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge. 
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

Wash-down WC, rimfree, 4,5/6l, wall-hung, DIN 18040, comfortable projection 700 mm, 
width 355 mm, Model-no. 208570.
WC seat ring, with continuous stainless steel hinge, Model-no. 578510.
 

Wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, DIN 18040, comfortable projection 700 mm,
comfortable width 390 mm, with bevelled edge to avoid slipping of the WC seat,
Model-no. 208550.
WC seat, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side, incl. extra buffer 
with handle for the seat cover.
Model-no. 572800 with continuous stainless steel hinge. 
WC seat ring, bevelled buffer for stability to avoid slipping to the side,
Model-no. 572810 with continuous stainless steel hinge.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

White mat 
varnished

(body/front)

Graphite mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

Caramel mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

Furniture (moisture resistant)

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 
matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 
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KIND/BABY

 Kind  washbasin with tap hole, without overfl ow, 
600 x 400 mm, Model-no. 326060.
(Not available with KeraTect®.)
Combinable with Kind half-pedestal, Model-no. 296500 
and 4Bambini infra-red tap or single hand mixer.

 Baby  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 280 x 260 x 375 mm, Model-no. 211650.
Baby WC seat ring, 
Model-no. 573338 red.
Model-no. 573348 grey.

Kind WC seat with animal design, with cover. 
Integrated grap and underpin function.
Stainless steel hinges:
Model-no. 573360 white.
Model-no. 573361 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573362 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573363 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Metal hinges, with soft-closing mechanism:
Model-no. 573365 white.
Model-no. 573366 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573367 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573368 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Matches Kind WCs.

Kind WC seat ring with animal design, integrated 
grap and underpin function, stainless steel hinges.
Model-no. 573370 white.
Model-no. 573371 green (follows from RAL 6018).
Model-no. 573372 yellow (follows from RAL 1023).
Model-no. 573373 red (follows from RAL 3002).
Matches Kind WCs.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 330 x 300 x 500 mm, with 2-piece seat pads, 
Model-no. 212010 red.
Model-no. 212015 grey.

 Kind  wash-out WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal outlet, 
330 x 350 x 430 mm, Model-no. 211500.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, fl oor-standing, horizontal 
outlet, 330 x 300 x 500 mm, Model-no. 212000.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 330 x 535 mm, 
with 2-piece seat pads, 
Model-no. 201710 red.
Model-no. 201715 grey.

 Kind  wash-down WC, 6 l, wall-hung, 330 x 535 mm, 
Model-no. 201700.
Combinable with Kind WC seat, 
Model-no. 573337 red.
Model-no. 573334 white.
Also combinable with Kind WC seats with animal design 
and Kind WC seat ring with animal design.

 WC Kind, wall-hung  White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics

Perfect in combination:
quick and easy to mount pre-wall elements and 
matching WC fl ush plates from page 38. 
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4BAMBINI/3BAMBINI/2BAMBINI

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Varicor®

Yellow
No. 304

Blue
No. 226

Red
No. 227

Green
No. 229

Orange
No. 301

 4Bambini  play and wash landscape, left version, with 4 washplaces, in Varicor®, 
with removable panel for retaining water in upper basin, 1800 x 300 x 415 mm, 
Model-no. 430000016 white (Alpin).
Can be combined with decorative front and side panels in Varicor® in blue, red, 
yellow, green, white or orange as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or single hand 
mixer.

3Bambini play and wash landscape, left version, with 3 washplaces, in Varicor®, 
1350 x 300 x 415 mm, model no. 430300016 white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels in Varicor® in blue, red, 
yellow, green, white or orange as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed 
mixer tap.

 4Bambini play and wash landscape, right version, with 4 washplaces, in Varicor®, 
with removable panel for retaining water in upper basin, 1800 x 300 x 415 mm, 
Model-no. 430050016 white (Alpin).
Can be combined with decorative front and side panels in Varicor® in blue, red, 
yellow, green, white or orange as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or single hand 
mixer.

3Bambini play and wash landscape, right version, with 3 washplaces, in Varicor®, 
1350 x 300 x 415 mm, model no. 430350016 white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels in Varicor® in blue, red, 
yellow, green, white or orange as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed 
mixer tap.

2Bambini play and wash landscape with 2 washplaces, in Varicor®, 
900 x 415 mm, model no. 430200016, white (Alpin). 
Can be combined with front and side decorative panels in Varicor® in blue, red, 
yellow, green, white or orange as well as with 4Bambini infra-red tap or one-handed 
mixer tap.

4Bambini single hand mixer, 3 colours, 
54 x 145 x 113 mm, Model-no. 571600. 
Water-bearing parts made of lead-free 
material.
Required for use in the upper basin of 
a 3Bambini play and wash landscape:
Aerator with swivel range 7° M18, 5x1,
5.7 l/min, Model-no. 571410.

4Bambini infra-red tap, 3 colours, 
50/80 x 126 x 121 mm. 
Model-no. 577450 battery-powered 
version, 6 V.
Model-no. 577460 mains-powered 
230 V.
Water-bearing parts made of lead-free 
material.
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B12/Preciosa. 
Depth 470 mm. 
1800 x 900 mm, Model-no. 600385.
Depth 430 mm.
1905 x 905 mm, Model-no. 600395.

B65/iCon, depth 450 mm.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 650470.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 650480.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 650490.
Combinable with neck support, 
Model-no. 590440 white.

B45/Renova Nr.1,  asymmetrical 
corner bath tub, left, depth 440 mm, 
1500 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 657340.

B100/Comfort Plus Family 
with wider edge, right, incl. handles 
and cover cap for waste, neck support 
and seat, depth 445 mm, 1700 x 750/ 
900 mm, Model-no. 600970.

B65/iCon, depth 450 mm, 
1800 x 850 mm, Model-no. 650400.

B55/Supero.  
Depth 440 mm. 
1600 x 750 mm, Model-no. 600760.
Depth 470 mm. 
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 600770.

B55/Supero, depth 470 mm.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 600780.
1900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 600790.

B65/iCon,  with drain at foot area, 
1700 x 750 mm, depth 450 mm, 
Model-no. 650475.
Combinable with neck support, 
Model-no. 590440 white.

B45/Renova Nr.1,  asymmetrical 
corner bath tub, right, depth 440 mm, 
1500 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 657350.

B100/Comfort Plus Family 
with wider edge, left, incl. handles 
and cover cap for waste, neck support 
and seat, depth 445 mm, 1700 x 750/ 
900 mm, Model-no. 600975.

B45/Renova Nr.1 Comprimo, 
space saving bath tub, left, 
depth 420 mm, 1600 x 750/500 mm, 
Model-no. 657261.

B40/Renova Nr.1, depth 450 mm. 
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657380.
1900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657390.

B45/Renova Nr.1 Comprimo, 
space saving bath tub, right, 
depth 420 mm, 1600 x 750/500 mm, 
Model-no. 657260.

B55/Supero, side length 1400 mm, 
depth 460 mm, Model-no. 600740.

B40/Renova Nr.1, with drain at 
foot area, depth 450 mm.
1600 x 800 mm, Model-no. 657360.
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 657370.

B75/Comfort Plus, incl. handles 
and cover cap for waste, depth 445 mm. 
1700 x 750 mm, Model-no. 600870.
1800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 600880.
199 x 900 mm, Model-no. 600890.
Combinable with neck support, 
Model-no. 590400 and seat in 
appropriate size.

 RECTANGULAR BATHTUBS

 ASYMMETRICAL BATHTUBS

OVAL BATHTUB CORNER BATHTUB

 BATHTUBS
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Preciosa, depth 35 mm, 
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652455.

Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652200.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652210.
Combinable with matching panel.

Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652495.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652410.
1000 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652405.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652420.
1400 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652440.

Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652465.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652460.

Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 750 mm, Model-no. 652250.

Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm, 
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652220.

iCon, depth 50 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662440.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662450.

iCon, depth 50 mm.
1000 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662410.
1200 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662420.

 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Acrylic

 Keramag recommends bathtub and  
shower enclosures from Koralle.

 ROUND CORNER SHOWER TRAYS

 RECTANGULAR SHOWER TRAYS

 PENTAGONAL SHOWER TRAYS

Preciosa, depth 35 mm.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 652400.

Renova Nr.1, depth 60 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 652280.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 652290.

iCon, depth 50 mm.
800 x 800 mm, Model-no. 662480.
900 x 900 mm, Model-no. 662490.
1000 x 1000 mm, Model-no. 662400.

 SQUARE SHOWER TRAYS

SHOWER TRAYS
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 White (Alpin) 
No. 000

Ceramics/Acrylic

 Gloss colour 

 White
varnished

(body)

 White 
high gloss
varnished 

(body/front)

 White mat 
(front)

White mat,
motif white
high gloss 

(front)

White
high gloss
varnished

Quartz grey 
high gloss
varnished

White mat 
varnished

(body/front)

Graphite mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

Caramel mat
(decorative 

trim/
cover plate)

White 
high gloss 
varnished

Light grey
varnished

Vintage oak Elm light

 Alpine
high gloss
varnished

 Burgundy
high gloss
varnished

 Platinum
high gloss
varnished 

 Alpine
mat

varnished

Lava
mat 

varnished

Oak nature 
wooden 
structure

 

 White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Wenge
décor 

high gloss
(front)

White
high gloss
varnished

(front)

Light grey
high gloss
varnished

(front)

White
mat

varnished
(body) 

Light grey
mat

varnished
(body)

White 
high gloss 
varnished

Lava 
mat 

varnished

Brushed 
elm 

Genuine 
oak dark

 White
(body)

 White
high gloss

(front)

 Wenge 
décor

high gloss
(front) 

Ruby 
high gloss

(front)

Furniture (moisture resistant)

White (Alpin) 
No. 016

Blue
No. 226

Red
No. 227

Green
No. 229

Orange
No. 301

Yellow 
No. 304

Varicor®

Plain colour

 All ceramic models available in White (Alpin), colour code 000 and with KeraTect® glaze fi nish 
with colour code 600 for KeraTect®/white (Alpin), except for products with model-no. 3xxxxx.

iCon/iCon xs

Renova Nr.1

Renova Nr.1 Plan

Renova Nr.1 Comfort Smyle

Renova Nr.1 Comprimo

4U it!
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Geberit International 
Sales AG
CH-8640 Rapperswil
Switzerland

sales@geberit.com
www.keramag.com
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